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CONSTRUCTION OF A MEAN SQUARE ERROR ADAPTIVE
EULER–MARUYAMA METHOD WITH APPLICATIONS IN MULTILEVEL
MONTE CARLO
HA˚KON HOEL:,;, JUHO HA¨PPO¨LA¨:, AND RAU´L TEMPONE:
Abstract. A formal mean square error expansion (MSE) is derived for Euler–Maruyama nu-
merical solutions of stochastic differential equations (SDE). The error expansion is used to
construct a pathwise, a posteriori, adaptive time-stepping Euler–Maruyama algorithm for nu-
merical solutions of SDE, and the resulting algorithm is incorporated into a multilevel Monte
Carlo (MLMC) algorithm for weak approximations of SDE. This gives an efficient MSE adap-
tive MLMC algorithm for handling a number of low-regularity approximation problems. In
low-regularity numerical example problems, the developed adaptive MLMC algorithm is shown
to outperform the uniform time-stepping MLMC algorithm by orders of magnitude, producing
output whose error with high probability is bounded by TOL ą 0 at the near-optimal MLMC
cost rate O`TOL´2 logpTOLq4˘.
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2 H. HOEL, J. HA¨PPO¨LA¨, AND R. TEMPONE
1. Introduction
SDE models are frequently applied in mathematical finance [29, 28, 12], where an observable
may, for example, represent the payoff of an option. SDE are also used to model the dynam-
ics of multiscale physical, chemical or biochemical systems [11, 25, 30, 32], where, for instance,
concentrations, temperature and energy may be sought observables.
Given a filtered, complete probability space pΩ,F , pFtq0ďtďT ,Pq, we consider the Itoˆ SDE
dXt “ apt,Xtqdt` bpt,XtqdWt, t P p0, T s,
X0 “ x0, (1)
where X : r0, T sˆΩ Ñ Rd1 is a stochastic process with randomness generated by a K-dimensional
Wiener process, W : r0, T sˆΩ Ñ Rd2 , with independent components, W “ pW p1q,W p2q, . . . ,W pd2qq,
and a : r0, T s ˆ Rd1 Ñ Rd1 and b : r0, T s ˆ Rd1 Ñ Rd1ˆd2 are the drift and diffusion coefficients,
respectively. The considered filtration Ft is generated from the history of the Wiener process W
up to time t and the possible outcomes of the initial data X0, and succeedingly completed with
all P-outer measure zero sets of the sample space Ω. That is
Ft :“ σptWsu0ďsďtq _ σpX0q
where the operation A _ B denotes the σ-algebra generated by the pair of σ-algebras A and B,
i.e., A_ B :“ σpA,Bq, and A denotes the P-outer measure null-set completion of A,
A :“ A_
#
A Ă Ω
ˇˇˇ
inf
AˆPtAˇPA | AˇĄAu
P
´
Aˆ
¯
“ 0
+
.
The contributions of this work are twofold. First, an a posteriori adaptive time-stepping al-
gorithm for computing numerical realizations of SDE using the Euler–Maruyama method is de-
veloped. And second, for a given observable g : Rd1 Ñ R, we construct a mean square error
(MSE) adaptive time-stepping multilevel Monte Carlo (MLMC) algorithm for approximating the
expected value, ErgpXT qs, under the following constraint:
Pp|ErgpXTqs ´A| ď TOLq ě 1´ δ. (2)
Here, A denotes the algorithm’s approximation of ErgpXT qs (examples of which are given in
Equations (1.1) and (6)) and TOL and δ ą 0 are accuracy and confidence constraints, respectively.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: First, in Section 1.1, we review the Monte Carlo
methods and their use with the Euler–Maruyama integrator. This is followed by discussion of
Multilevel Monte Carlo methods and adaptivity for SDEs. The theory, framework and numerical
examples for the MSE adaptive algorithm is presented in Section 2. In Section 3, we develop
the framework for the MSE adaptive MLMC algorithm and present implementational details in
algorithms with pseudocode. In Section 4, we compare the performance of the MSE adaptive and
uniform MLMC algorithms in a couple of numerical examples, one of which is a low-regularity
SDE problem. Finally, we present brief conclusions followed by technical proofs and the extension
of the main result to higher-dimensional problems in the appendices.
1.1. Monte Carlo Methods and the Euler–Maruyama Scheme. Monte Carlo (MC) meth-
ods provide a robust and typically non-intrusive way to compute weak approximations of SDE.
The convergence rate of MC methods does not depend on the dimension of the problem; for
that reason, MC is particularly effective on multi-dimensional problems. In its simplest form, an
approximation by the MC method consists of the following two steps:
(A.1) Compute M independent and identically distributed numerical realizations, XT pωmq, of
the SDE (1).
(A.2) Approximate ErgpXTqs by the sample average
A :“
Mÿ
m“1
g
`
XT pωmq˘
M
.
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Regarding ordinary differential equations (ODE), the theory for numerical integrators of different
orders for scalar SDE is vast. Provided sufficient regularity, higher order integrators generally
yield higher convergence rates [22]. With MC methods it is straightforward to determine that
the goal (2) is fulfilled at the computational cost O
´
TOL´2´1{α
¯
, where α ě 0 denotes the weak
convergence rate of the numerical method, as defined in Equation (4).
As a method of temporal discretization, the Euler–Maruyama scheme is given by
Xtn`1 “ Xtn ` aptn, Xtnq∆tn ` bptn, Xtnq∆Wn,
X0 “ x0,
(3)
using time steps ∆tn “ tn`1 ´ tn and Wiener increments ∆Wn “ Wtn`1 ´Wtn „ Np0,∆tnId2q,
where Id2 denotes the d2 ˆ d2 identity matrix. In this work, we will focus exclusively on Euler–
Maruyama time-stepping. The Euler–Maruyama scheme, which may be considered the SDE-
equivalent of the forward-Euler method for ODE, has, under sufficient regularity, first-order weak
convergence rate ˇˇ
E
“
gpXTq ´ g
`
XT
˘‰ˇˇ “ O´max
n
∆tn
¯
, (4)
and also first-order MSE convergence rate
E
”`
gpXTq ´ g
`
XT
˘˘2ı “ O´max
n
∆tn
¯
, (5)
cf. [22]. For multi-dimensional SDE problems, higher order schemes are generally less applicable,
as either the diffusion coefficient matrix has to fulfill a rigid commutativity condition, or Levy
areas, required in higher order numerical schemes, have to be accurately approximated to achieve
better convergence rates than those obtained with the Euler–Maruyama method [22].
1.2. Uniform and Adaptive Time-Stepping MLMC. MLMC is a class of MC methods that
uses a hierarchy of subtly correlated and increasingly refined realization ensembles to reduce
the variance of the sample estimator. In comparison with single-level MC, MLMC may yield
orders of magnitude reductions in the computational cost of moment approximations. MLMC
was first introduced by Heinrich [14, 15] for approximating integrals that depend on random
parameters. For applications in SDE problems, Kebaier [21] introduced a two-level MC method
and demonstrated its potential efficiency gains over single-level MC. Giles [8] thereafter developed
an MLMC algorithm for SDE, exhibiting even higher potential efficiency gains. Presently, MLMC
is a vibrant and growing research topic, (cf. [10, 9, 3, 4, 34, 26, 13], and references therein).
1.2.1. MLMC Notation. We define the multilevel estimator by
AML :“
Lÿ
`“0
Mÿ`
i“1
∆`gpωi, q`
M`
, (6)
where
∆`gpωq :“
$&%g
´
X
t0u
T pωq¯ , if ` “ 0,
g
´
X
t`u
T pωq¯ ´ g
´
X
t`´1u
T pωq¯ , otherwise.
Here, the positive integer, L, denotes the final level of the estimator, M` is the number of sample
realizations on the `-th level, and the realization pair, X
t`u
T pωi,`q and Xt`´1uT pωi,`q, are generated by
the Euler–Maruyama method (3) using the same Wiener path, W pωi,`q, sampled on the respective
meshes, ∆tt`u and ∆tt`´1u, (cf. Figure 1). For consistency, we also introduce the notation W t`upωq
for the Wiener path restricted to the mesh ∆tt`upωq.
1.2.2. Uniform Time-Stepping MLMC. In the uniform time-stepping MLMC introduced in [8],
the respective SDE realizations tXt`uT u` are constructed on a hierarchy of uniform meshes with
geometrically decaying step size, min ∆tt`u “ max ∆tt`u “ T {N`, and N` “ c`N0 with c P Nzt1u
and N0 a finite integer. For simplicity, we consider the uniform time-stepping MLMC method
with c “ 2.
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Figure 1. (Left) A sample Wiener path, W , generated on the coarse mesh,
∆tt0u, with uniform step size 1{10 (blue line ). The path is thereafter Brown-
ian bridge interpolated onto a finer mesh, ∆tt1u, which has uniform step size of
1{20 (green line). (Right) Euler–Maruyama numerical solutions of the Ornstein-
Uhlenbeck SDE problem, dXt “ 2p1 ´ Xtqdt ` 0.2dWt, with initial condition
X0 “ 3{2, are computed on the meshes ∆tt0u (blue line) and ∆tt1u (green line)
using Wiener increments from the respective path resolutions.
1.2.3. Uniform Time-Stepping MLMC Error and Computational Complexity. By construction,
the multilevel estimator is telescoping in expectation, i.e., ErAMLs “ E
”
g
´
X
tLu
T
¯ı
. Using this
property, we may conveniently bound the multilevel approximation error:
|ErgpXTqs ´AML | ď
ˇˇˇ
E
”
gpXTq ´ g
´
X
tLu
T
¯ıˇˇˇlooooooooooooomooooooooooooon
“:ET
`
ˇˇˇ
E
”
g
´
X
tLu
T
¯
´AML
ıˇˇˇlooooooooooooomooooooooooooon
“:ES
.
The approximation goal (2) is then reached by ensuring that the sum of the bias, ET , and the
statistical error, ES , is bounded from above by TOL, e.g., by the constraints ET ď TOL{2 and
ES ď TOL{2, (see Section 3.2 for more details on the MLMC error control). For the MSE error
goal,
E
”
pErgpXTqs ´AMLq2
ı
ď TOL2,
the following theorem states the optimal computational cost for MLMC:
Theorem 1.1 (Computational cost of deterministic MLMC; Cliffe et al. [4]). Suppose there are
constants α, β, γ such that α ě minpβ,γq2 and
(i)
ˇˇˇ
E
”
g
´
X
t`u
T
¯
´ gpXTq
ıˇˇˇ
“ O`N´α` ˘,
(ii) Varp∆`gq “ O
´
N´β`
¯
,
(iii) Costp∆`gq “ OpNγ` q.
Then, for any TOL ă e´1, there exists an L and a sequence tM`uL`“0 such that
E
”
pAML ´ ErgpXTqsq2
ı
ď TOL2, (7)
and
CostpAMLq “
$’’&’’%
O`TOL´2˘ , if β ą γ,
O`TOL´2 logpTOLq2˘ , if β “ γ,
O
´
TOL´2`
β´γ
α
¯
, if β ă γ.
(8)
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In comparison, the computational cost of achieving the goal (7) with single-level MC isO
´
TOL´2´γ{α
¯
.
Theorem 1.1 thus shows that for any problem with β ą 0, MLMC will asymptotically be more ef-
ficient than single-level MC. Furthermore, the performance gain of MLMC over MC is particularly
apparent in settings where β ě γ. The latter property is linked to the contributions of this work.
In low-regularity SDE problems, e.g., Example 4.2 below and [35, 1], the uniform time-stepping
Euler–Maruyama results in convergence rates for which β ă γ. More sophisticated integrators can
preserve rates such that β ě γ.
Remark 1.1. Similar accuracy vs. complexity results to Theorem 1.1, requiring slightly stronger
moment bounds, have also been derived for the approximation goal (2) in the asymptotic setting
when TOL Ó 0, cf. [16, 5].
1.2.4. MSE A Posteriori Adaptive Time-Stepping. In general, adaptive time-stepping algorithms
seek to fulfill one of two equivalent goals [2]:
(B.1) Provided a computational budget N and a norm } ¨ }, determine the possibly non-uniform
mesh, which minimizes the error
››gpXTq ´ g`XT˘››.
(B.2) Provided an error constraint
››gpXTq ´ g`XT˘›› ď TOL, determine the possibly non-uniform
mesh, which achieves the constraint at the minimum computational cost.
Evidently, the refinement criterion of an adaptive algorithm depends on the error one seeks to
minimize. In this work, we consider adaptivity goal (B.1) with the error measured in terms of
the MSE. This error measure is suitable for MLMC algorithms as it often will lead to improved
convergence rates, β (since Varp∆`gq ď E
“
∆`g
2
‰
), which by Theorem 1.1 may reduce the compu-
tational cost of MLMC. In Theorem 2.1, we derive the following error expansion for the MSE of
Euler–Maruyama numerical solutions of the SDE (1):
E
”`
gpXT q ´ g
`
XT
˘˘2ı “ E«N´1ÿ
n“0
ρn∆t
2
n ` o
`
∆t2n
˘ff
, (9)
where the error density, ρn, is a function of the local error and sensitivities from the dual solution
of the SDE problem, as defined in (26). The error expansion (9) is an a posteriori error estimate
for the MSE, and in our adaptive algorithm, the mesh is refined by equilibration of the expansion’s
error indicators
rn :“ ρn∆t2n, for n “ 0, 1, . . . , N ´ 1. (10)
1.2.5. An MSE Adaptive MLMC Algorithm. Using the described MSE adaptive algorithm, we
construct an MSE adaptive MLMC algorithm in Section 3. The MLMC algorithm generates SDE
realizations, tXt`uT u`, on a hierarchy of pathwise adaptively refined meshes, t∆tt`uu`. The meshes
are nested, i.e., for all realizations ω P Ω,
∆tt0upωq Ă ∆tt1upωq Ă . . .∆tt`upωq Ă . . . ,
with the constraint that the number of time steps in ∆tt`u,
ˇˇ
∆tt`u
ˇˇ
, is bounded by 2N`:ˇˇˇ
∆tt`u
ˇˇˇ
ă 2N` “ 2``2N´1.
Here, N´1 denotes the pre-initial number of time steps; it is a bounded integer set in advance of
the computations. This corresponds to the hierarchy setup for the uniform time-stepping MLMC
algorithm in Section 1.2.2.
The potential efficiency gain of adaptive MLMC is experimentally illustrated in this work using
the drift blow-up problem
dXt “ rXt|t´ ξ|p dt` σXt dWt, X0 “ 1.
This problem is addressed in Example 4.2 for the three different singularity exponents p “ 1{2, 2{3
and 3{4, with a pathwise, random singularity point ξ „ Up1{4, 3{4q, an observable gpxq “ x, and
a final time T “ 1. For the given singularity exponents, we observe experimental deteriorating
convergence rates, α “ p1´ pq and β “ 2p1´ pq, for the uniform time-stepping Euler–Maruyama
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integrator, while for the adaptive time-step Euler–Maruyama we observe α « 1 and β « 1. Then,
as predicted by Theorem 1.1, we also observe an order of magnitude difference in computational
cost between the two algorithms (cf. Table 1).
Table 1. Observed computational cost – disregarding logpTOLq multiplicative
factors of finite order – for the drift blow-up study in Example 4.2.
Observed computational cost
Singularity exponent p Adaptive MLMC Uniform MLMC
1{2 TOL´2 TOL´2
2{3 TOL´2 TOL´3
3{4 TOL´2 TOL´4
1.2.6. Earlier Works on Adaptivity for SDE. Gaines’ and Lyons’ work [7] is one of the seminal
contributions on adaptive algorithms for SDE. They present an algorithm that seeks to minimize
the pathwise error of the mean and variation of the local error conditioned on the σ-algebra
generated by (i.e., the values at which the Wiener path has been evaluated in order to numerically
integrate the SDE realization) tWtnuNn“1. The method may be used in combination with different
numerical integration methods, and an approach to approximations of potentially needed Levy
areas is proposed, facilitated by a binary tree representation of the Wiener path realization at
its evaluation points. As for a posteriori adaptive algorithms, the error indicators in Gaines’ and
Lyons’ algorithm are given by products of local errors and weight terms, but, unlike in a posteriori
methods, the weight terms are computed from a priori estimates, making their approach a hybrid
one.
Szepessy et al. [31] introduced a posteriori weak error based adaptivity for the Euler–Maruyama
algorithm with numerically computable error indicator terms. Their development of weak error
adaptivity took inspiration from Talay and Tubaro’s seminal work [33], where an error expansion
for the weak error was derived for the Euler–Maruyama algorithm when uniform time steps were
used. In [16], Szepessy et al.’s weak error adaptive algorithm was used in the construction of a
weak error adaptive MLCM algorithm. To the best of our knowledge, the present work is the first
on MSE a posteriori adaptive algorithms for SDE both in the MC- and MLMC setting.
Among other adaptive algorithms for SDE, many have refinement criterions based only or
primarily on estimates of the local error. For example in [17], where the step-size depends on
the size of the diffusion coefficient for a MSE Euler–Maruyama adaptive algorithm; in [23], the
step-size is controlled by the variation in the size of the drift coefficient in the constructed Euler–
Maruyama adaptive algorithm, which preserves the long-term ergodic behavior of the true solution
for many SDE problems; and in [19], a local error based adaptive Milstein algorithm is developed
for solving multi-dimensional chemical Langevin equations.
2. Derivation of the MSE A Posteriori Adaptive Algorithm
In this section, we construct an MSE a posteriori adaptive algorithm for SDE whose realizations
are numerically integrated by the Euler–Maruyama algorithm (3). Our goal is, in rough terms,
to obtain an algorithm for solving the SDE problem (1) that for a fixed number of intervals N ,
determines the time-stepping, ∆t0,∆t1, . . . ,∆tN´1 such that the MSE, E
”`
g
`
XT
˘´ gpXTq˘2ı is
minimized. That is,
E
”`
g
`
XT
˘´ gpXTq˘2ıÑ min!, N given (11)
The derivation of our adaptive algorithm consists of two steps. First, an error expansion for the
MSE is presented in Theorem 2.1. Based on the error expansion, we thereafter construct a mesh
refinement algorithm. At the end of the section, we apply the adaptive algorithm to a few example
problems.
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2.1. The Error Expansion. Let us now present a leading-order error expansion for the MSE (11)
of the SDE problem (1) in the one-dimensional (1D) setting, i.e., when Xt P R and the drift and
diffusion coefficients are respectively of the form a : r0, T s ˆ R Ñ R and b : r0, T s ˆ R Ñ R. An
extension of the MSE error expansion to multi-dimensions is given in Appendix A.3. To state the
error expansion Theorem, some notation is needed. Let Xx,ts denote the solution of the SDE (1)
at time s ě t, when the initial condition is Xt “ x at time t, i.e.,
Xx,ts :“ x`
ż s
t
apu,Xuqdu`
ż s
t
bpu,XuqdWu, s P rt, T s, (12)
and in light of this notation, Xt is shorthand for X
x0,0
t . For a given observable g, the payoff-of-flow
map function is defined by ϕpt, xq “ gpXx,tT q. We also make use of the following function space
notation
CpUq :“ tf : U Ñ R | f is continuousu,
CbpUq :“ tf : U Ñ R | f is continuous and boundedu,
Ckb pRq :“
!
f : RÑ R | f P CpRq and d
j
dxj
f P CbpRq for all integers 1 ď j ď k
)
,
Ck1,k2b pr0, T s ˆ Rq :“
!
f : r0, T s ˆ RÑ R | f P Cpr0, T s ˆ Rq and
Bj1t Bj2x f P Cbpr0, T s ˆ Rq for all integers s.t. j1 ď k1 and 1 ď j1 ` j2 ď k2
)
.
We are now ready to present our mean square expansion result, namely,
Theorem 2.1 (1D MSE leading-order error expansion). Assume that drift and diffusion coeffi-
cients and input data of the SDE (1) fulfill
(R.1) a, b P C2,4b pr0, T s ˆ Rq,
(R.2) there exists a constant C ą 0 such that
|apt, xq|2 ` |bpt, xq|2 ď Cp1` |x|2q, @x P R and @t P r0, T s,
(R.3) g1 P C3b pRq and there exists a k P N such
|gpxq| ` |g1pxq| ď Cp1` |x|kq, @x P R, (13)
(R.4) for the initial data, X0 P F0 and Er|X0|ps ă 8 for all p ě 1.
Assume further the mesh points 0 “ t0 ă t1 ă . . . ă tN “ T
(M.1) are stopping times for which tn P Ftn´1 for n “ 1, 2, . . . , N ,
(M.2) for all mesh realizations, there exists a deterministic integer, Nˇ , and a c1 ą 0 such that
c1Nˇ ď N ď Nˇ and a c2 ą 0 such that maxnPt0,1,...,N´1u∆tn ă c2Nˇ´1,
(M.3) and there exists a c3 ą 0 such that for all p P r1, 8s and n P t0, 1, . . . , Nˇ ´ 1u
E
“
∆t2pn
‰ ď c3 `E“∆t2n‰˘p .
Then, as Nˇ increases,
E
”`
gpXT q ´ g
`
XT
˘˘2ı “ Nˇ´1ÿ
n“0
E
„
ϕx
`
tn, Xtn
˘ pbxbq2
2
ptn, Xtnq∆t2n ` o
`
∆t2n
˘
, (14)
where we have defined tn “ T and ∆tn “ 0 for all n P tN,N ` 1, . . . , Nˇu. And replacing the
first variation, ϕx
`
tn, Xn
˘
, by the numerical approximation, ϕx,n, as defined in (25), yields the
following to leading order all-terms-computable error expansion:
E
”`
gpXT q ´ g
`
XT
˘˘2ı “ Nˇ´1ÿ
n“0
E
„
ϕ2x,n
pbxbq2
2
ptn, Xtnq∆t2n ` o
`
∆t2n
˘
. (15)
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Remark 2.1. In condition (M.2) of the above theorem we have introduced Nˇ to denote the deter-
ministic upper bound for the number of time steps in all mesh realizations. Moreover, from this
point on the mesh points ttnun and time steps t∆tnun are defined for all indices t0, 1, . . . , Nˇu with
the natural extension tn “ T and ∆tn “ 0 for all n P tN ` 1, . . . , Nˇu. In addition to ensuring an
upper bound on the complexity of a numerical realization and that maxn ∆tn Ñ 0 as Nˇ Ñ 8,
replacing the random N (the smallest integer value for which tN “ T in a given mesh) with the
deterministic Nˇ in the MSE error expansion (15) simplifies our proof of Theorem 2.1.
Remark 2.2. For most SDE problems on which it is relevant to apply a posteriori adaptive inte-
grators, at least one of the regularity conditions (R.1), (R.2), and (R.3) and the mesh adaptedness
assumption (M.1) in Theorem 2.1 will not be fulfilled. In our adaptive algorithm, the error expan-
sion (15) is interpreted in a formal sense and only used to facilitate the systematic construction
of a mesh refinement criterion.
When applied to low-regularity SDE problems where some of the conditions (R.1), (R.2), or
(R.3), do not hold, the actual leading-order term of the error expansion (15) may contain other or
additional terms besides ϕ2x,n
pbxbq2
2 ptn, Xtnq in the error density. Example 4.2 presents a problem
where ad hoc additional terms are added to the error density.
2.1.1. Numerical Approximation of the First Variation. The first variation of the flow map, ϕpt, xq,
is defined by
ϕxpt, xq “ BxgpXx,tt q “ g1pXx,tT qBxXx,tT
and the first variation of the path itself, BxXx,ts , is the solution of the linear SDE
dpBxXx,ts q “ axps,Xx,ts qBxXx,ts ds` bxps,Xx,ts qBxXx,ts dWs, s P pt, T s,
BxXx,tt “ 1.
(16)
To describe conditions under which the terms g1pXx,ts q and BxXx,ts are well defined, let us first
recall that if Xx,ts solves the SDE (12) and
E
«ż T
t
|Xx,ts |2ds
ff
ă 8,
then we say that there exists a solution to the SDE; and if rXx,ts is another solution of the SDE
with the same initial condition, then we say the solution is pathwise unique provided that
P
˜
sup
sPrt,T s
ˇˇˇ
Xx,ts ´ rXx,ts ˇˇˇ ą 0
¸
“ 0.
Lemma 2.2. Assume the regularity assumptions (R.1), (R.2), (R.3), and (R.4) in Theorem 2.1
hold, and that for any fixed t P r0, T s, x P Ft and E
“|x|2p‰ ă 8, for all p P N. Then there exist
pathwise unique solutions Xx,ts and BxXx,ts to the respective SDE (12) and (16) for which
max
#
E
«
sup
sPrt,T s
ˇˇ
Xx,ts
ˇˇ2pff
,E
«
sup
sPrt,T s
ˇˇBxXx,ts ˇˇ2p
ff+
ă 8, @p P N.
Furthermore, ϕxpt, xq P FT and
E
“|ϕxpt, xq |2p‰ ă 8, @p P N.
Proof. By writing pY p1qs , Y p2qs q :“ pXx,ts , BxXx,ts q, (12) and (16) together form a system of SDE:
dY p1qs “ aps, Y p1qs qds` bps, Y p1qs qdWs
dY p2qs “ axps, Y p1qs qY p2qs ds` bxps, Y p1qs qY p2qs dWs
(17)
for s P pt, T s and with initial condition Yt “ px, 1q. By the Lipschitz continuity and the linear
growth bound of this system’s drift and diffusion coefficients, there exists a pathwise unique
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solution of the SDE (17) for which
E
«
sup
sPrt,T s
|Ys|2p
ff
ă 8, @p P N,
(cf. [22, Theorems 4.5.3 and 4.5.4 and Exercise 4.5.5]). As solutions of the Itoˆ SDE, Xx,tT , BxXx,tT P
FT , and since we assume that g1 P C3b pRq, we know that g1 is Borel measurable and so is
the mapping f : R2 Ñ R defined by fpx, yq “ xy. From this we conclude that ϕxpx, tq “
fpg1pXx,tT q, BxXx,tT q P FT and, by (A.2), Ho¨lder’s and Minkowski’s inequalities, that for any p P N,
E
“|ϕxpt, xq |2p‰ ď C
d
E
„´
1` ˇˇXx,tT ˇˇk¯4pE”ˇˇBxXx,tT ˇˇ4pı ă 8.

To obtain an all-terms-computable error expansion in Theorem 2.1, which will be needed to con-
struct an a posteriori adaptive algorithm, the first variation of the flow map, ϕx, is approximated
by the first variation of the Euler–Maruyama numerical solution,
ϕx,n :“ g1pXT qBXtnXT .
Here, for k ą n, BXtnXtk is the solution of the Euler–Maruyama scheme
pBXtnXqtj`1 “ pBXtnXqtj ` axptj , Xtj qpBXtnXqtj∆tj ` bxptj , Xtj qpBXtnXqtj∆Wj , (18)
for j “ n, n ` 1, . . . k ´ 1 and with the initial condition BXtnXtn “ 1, which is coupled to the
numerical solution of the SDE, Xtj .
Lemma 2.3. If the assumptions (R.1), (R.2), (R.3), (R.4), (M.1) and (M.2) in Theorem 2.1
hold, then the numerical solution X of (3) converges in mean square sense to the solution of the
SDE (1),
max
1ďnďNˇ
´
E
”ˇˇ
Xtn ´Xtn
ˇˇ2pı¯1{2p ď CNˇ´1{2, (19)
and
max
1ďnďNˇ
E
”ˇˇ
Xtn
ˇˇ2pı ă 8, @p P N. (20)
For any fixed 1 ď n ď Nˇ , the numerical solution BXtnX of (18) converges in mean square sense
to BxXXtm ,tm ,
max
nďkďNˇ
ˆ
E
„ˇˇˇ
BXtnXtk ´ BxX
Xtn ,tn
tk
ˇˇˇ2p˙1{2p ď CNˇ´1{2. (21)
and
max
nďkďNˇ
E
„ˇˇˇ
BXtnXtk
ˇˇˇ2p ă 8, @p P N. (22)
Furthermore, ϕx,n P FT and
E
“|ϕx,n|2p‰ ă 8, @p P N. (23)
Proof. The system Y tk :“ pXtk , BXtnXtkq provides solutions approximating the SDE (17) that
are generated by the Euler–Maruyama scheme
Y
p1q
tk`1 “ Y p1qtk ` aptk, Y p1qtk q∆tk ` bptk, Y p1qtk q∆Wk,
Y
p2q
tk`1 “ Y p2qtk ` axptk, Y p1qtk qY p2qtk ∆tk ` bxptk, Y p1qtk qY p2qtk ∆Wk,
(24)
for k ě n and with initial condition Y tn “ pXtn , 1q. The assumptions of [22, Theorem 10.6.3
and the remark following it] are fulfilled for the SDE (17), which implies the strong convergence
of Y to Y and that the inequalities (19), (20), (21), and (22) hold. That ϕx,n P FT and that
inequality (23) holds can be shown by a similar argument as in the proof of Lemma 2.2. 
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From the SDE (24), it is clear that
BXnXT “
N´1ź
k“n
`
1` axptk, Xtkq∆tk ` bxptk, Xtkq∆Wk
˘
,
and this implies that ϕx,n solves the backward scheme
ϕx,n “ cxptn, Xtnqϕx,n`1, n “ N ´ 1, N ´ 2, . . . , 0, (25)
with the initial condition ϕx,N “ g1pXT q and the shorthand notation
cptn, Xtnq :“ Xtn ` aptn, Xtnq∆tn ` bptn, Xtnq∆Wn.
The backward scheme (25) is convenient from a computational perspective since it implies that
the set of points, tϕx,nuNn“0, can be computed at the same cost as that of one-path realization,
tXtnuNn“0, which can be verified as follows
ϕx,n “ g1pXT q
N´1ź
k“n
cxptk, Xtkq
“ cxptn, Xtnqg1pXT q
N´1ź
k“n`1
cxptk, Xtkq
“ cxptn, Xtnqg1pXT qBtn`1XT
“ cxptn, Xtnqϕx,n`1.
2.2. The Adaptive Algorithm. Having derived computable expressions for all terms in the
error expansion, we next introduce the error density
ρn :“ ϕ2x,n pbxbq
2
2
ptn, Xtnq, n “ 0, 1, . . . , N ´ 1, (26)
and, for representing the numerical solution’s error contribution from the time interval ptn, tn`1q,
the error indicators
rn :“ ρn∆t2n, n “ 0, 1, . . . , N ´ 1. (27)
The error expansion (15) may then be written as
E
”`
gpXT q ´ g
`
XT
˘˘2ı “ Nˇ´1ÿ
n“0
E
“
rn ` o
`
∆t2n
˘‰
. (28)
The final goal of the adaptive algorithm is minimization of the leading order of the MSE in (28),
namely, E
”řN´1
n“0 rn
ı
, which (for each realization) is approached by minimization of the error
expansion realization
řN´1
n“0 rn. An approximately optimal choice for the refinement procedure
can be derived by introducing the Lagrangian
Lp∆t, λq “
ż T
0
ρpsq∆tpsqds` λp
ż T
0
1
∆tpsqds´ Nˇq, (29)
for which we seek to minimize the pathwise squared error`
gpXT q ´ g
`
XT
˘˘2 “ ż T
0
ρpsq∆tpsqds
under the constraint that ż T
0
1
∆tpsqds “ Nˇ ,
for a fixed number of time steps, Nˇ , and the implicit constraint that the error indicators are
equilibrated,
rn “ ρn∆t2n “
`
gpXT q ´ g
`
XT
˘˘2
Nˇ
, n “ 0, 1, . . . , Nˇ ´ 1. (30)
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Minimizing (29) yields
∆tn “
gffe`gpXT q ´ g`XT˘˘2
Nˇ ρptnq and MSEadaptive ď
1
Nˇ
E
»–˜ż T
0
a
ρpsq ds
¸2fifl, (31)
where the above inequality follows from using Ho¨lder’s inequality,
E
”`
gpXT q ´ g
`
XT
˘˘2ı “ 1?
Nˇ
E
«ˇˇ
gpXT q ´ g
`
XT
˘ˇˇ ż T
0
a
ρpsq ds
ff
ď 1?
Nˇ
c
E
”ˇˇ
gpXT q ´ g
`
XT
˘ˇˇ2ıgfffeE
»–˜ż T
0
a
ρpsq ds
¸2fifl.
In comparison, we notice that if a uniform mesh is used, the MSE becomes
MSEuniform “ T
Nˇ
E
«ż T
0
ρpsq ds
ff
. (32)
A consequence of observations (31) and (32) is that for many low-regularity problems, for instance,
if ρpsq “ s´p with p P r1, 2q, adaptive time-stepping Euler–Maruyama methods may produce more
accurate solutions (measured in the MSE) than are obtained using the uniform time-stepping
Euler–Maruyama method under the same computational budget constraints.
2.2.1. Mesh Refinement Strategy. To equilibrate the error indicators (30), we propose an iterative
mesh refinement strategy to identify the largest error indicator and then refining the corresponding
time step by halving it. To compute the error indicators prior to refinement, the algorithm first
computes the numerical SDE solution, Xtn , and the corresponding first variation ϕx,n (using
equations (3) and (25) respectively) on the initial mesh, ∆tt0u. Thereafter, the error indicators rn
are computed by Equation (27) and the mesh is refined a prescribed number of times, Nrefine, as
follows:
(C.1) Find the largest error indicator
n˚ :“ arg max
n
rn, (33)
and refine the corresponding time step by halving
ptn˚ , tn˚`1q Ñ
´
tn˚ ,
tn˚ ` tn˚`1
2loooooomoooooon
“tnew
n˚`1
, tn˚`1lomon
“tnew
n˚`2
¯
, (34)
and increment the number of refinements by one.
(C.2) Update the values of the error indicators, either by recomputing the whole problem or
locally by interpolation, cf. Section 2.2.3.
(C.3) Go to step (C.4) if Nrefine mesh refinements have been made; otherwise, return to step
(C.1).
(C.4) (Postconditioning) Do a last sweep over the mesh and refine by halving every time step
that is strictly larger than ∆tmax, where ∆tmax “ O
`
Nˇ´1
˘
denotes the maximum allowed
step size.
The postconditioning step (C.4) ensures that all time steps become infinitesimally small as the
number of time steps N Ñ 8 with such a rate of decay that condition (M.2) in Theorem 2.1
holds and is thereby one of the necessary conditions from Lemma 2.3 to ensure strong conver-
gence for the numerical solutions of the MSE adaptive Euler–Maruyama algorithm. However,
the strong convergence result should primarily be interpreted as a motivation for introducing the
postconditioning step (C.4) since Theorem 2.1’s assumption (M.1), namely that the mesh points
are stopping times for which tn P Ftn´1 , will not hold in general for our adaptive algorithm.
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2.2.2. Wiener Path Refinements. When a time step is refined, as described in (34), the Wiener
path must be refined correspondingly. The value of the Wiener path at the midpoint between
Wtn˚ and Wtn˚`1 can be generated by Brownian bridge interpolation,
Wtnew
n˚`1
“ Wtn˚ `Wtn˚`1
2
` ξ
?
∆tn˚
2
, (35)
where ξ „ Np0, 1q, cf. [27]. See Figure 1 for an illustration of Brownian bridge interpolation
applied to numerical solutions of an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck SDE.
2.2.3. Updating the Error Indicators. After the refinement of an interval, ptn˚ , tn˚`1q, and its
Wiener path, error indicators must also be updated before moving on to determine which interval
is next in line for refinement. There are different ways of updating error indicators. One expensive
but more accurate option is to recompute the error indicators completely by first solving the
forward problem (3) and the backward problem (25). A less costly but also less accurate alternative
is to update only the error indicators locally at the refined time step by one forward and backward
numerical solution step, respectively:
X
new
tn˚`1 “ Xtn˚ ` aptn˚ , Xtn˚ q∆tnewn˚ ` bptn˚ , Xtn˚ q∆Wnewn˚ ,
ϕnewx,n˚`1 “ cxptnewn˚ , Xtnewn˚ qϕx,n˚`1.
(36)
Thereafter, we compute the resulting error density, ρnewn˚`1, by Equation (26), and finally update
the error locally by
rn˚ “ ρn˚ p∆tnewn˚ q2 , rn˚`1 “ ρnewn˚`1
`
∆tnewn˚`1
˘2
. (37)
As a compromise between cost and accuracy, we here propose the following mixed approach
to updating error indicators post refinement: With Nrefine denoting the prescribed number of
refinement iterations of the input mesh, let all error indicators be completely recomputed everyrN “ OplogpNrefineqq-th iteration, whereas for the remaining Nrefine ´ rN iterations, only local
updates of the error indicators are computed. Following this approach, the computational cost
of refining a mesh holding N time steps into a mesh of 2N time steps becomes O`N logpNq2˘.
Observe that the asymptotically dominating cost is to sort the mesh’s error indicators OplogpNqq
times. To anticipate the computational cost for the MSE adaptive MLMC algorithm, this implies
that the cost of generating an MSE adaptive realization pair is Costp∆`gq “ O
`
`22`
˘
.
2.2.4. Pseudocode. The mesh refinement and the computation of error indicators are presented in
Algorithms 1 and 2, respectively.
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Algorithm 1 meshRefinement
Input: Mesh ∆t, Wiener path W , number of refinements Nrefine, maximum time step ∆tmax
Output: Refined mesh ∆t and Wiener path W .
Set the number of re-computations of all error indicators to a number rN “ OplogpNrefineqq and
compute the refinement batch size pN “ rNrefine{ rN s.
for i “ 1 to rN do
Completely update the error density by applying
rr,X, ϕx, ρs “ computeErrorIndicatorsp∆t,W q.
if Nrefine ą 2 pN then
Set the below for-loop limit to J “ pN .
else
Set J “ Nrefine.
end if
for j “ 1 to J do
Locate the largest error indicator rn˚ using Equation (33).
Refine the interval ptn˚ , tn˚`1q by the halving (34), add a midpoint value Wnewn˚`1 to the
Wiener path by the Brownian bridge interpolation (35), and set Nrefine “ Nrefine ´ 1.
Locally update the error indicators rnewn˚ and r
new
n˚`1 by the steps (36) and (37).
end for
end for
Do a final sweep over the mesh and refine all time steps of the input mesh which are strictly
larger than ∆tmax.
Algorithm 2 computeErrorIndicators
Input: mesh ∆t, Wiener path W .
Output: error indicators r, path solutions X and ϕx, error density ρ.
Compute the SDE path X using the Euler–Maruyama algorithm (3).
Compute the first variation ϕx using the backward algorithm (25).
Compute the error density ρ and error indicators r by the formulas (26) and (27), respectively.
2.3. Numerical Examples. To illustrate the procedure for computing error indicators and the
performance of the adaptive algorithm, we now present four SDE example problems. To keep
matters relatively elementary, the dual solutions, ϕxptq, for these examples are derived not from
a posteriori but a priori analysis. This approach results in adaptively generated mesh points
which for all problems in this section will contain mesh points which are stopping times for which
tn P Ftn´1 for all n P t1, 2, . . . , Nu. In Examples 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3, it is straightforward to verify
that the other assumptions of the respective single- and multi-dimensional MSE error expansions
of Theorems 2.1 and A.2 hold, meaning that the adaptive approach produces numerical solutions
whose MSE to leading order are bounded by the respective error expansions (14) and (68).
Example 2.1. We consider the classical geometric Brownian motion problem
dXt “ Xtdt`XtdWt, X0 “ 1,
for which we seek to minimize the MSE
E
“pXT ´XT q2‰ “ min!, N given, (38)
at the final time, T “ 1, (cf. the goal (B.1)). One may derive that the dual solution of this
problem is of the form
ϕxpXt, tq “ BXtXXt,tT “
XT
Xt
,
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which leads to the error density
ρptq “ pbxbq
2pXt, tq pϕxpXt, tqq2
2
“ X
2
T
2
.
We conclude that uniform time-stepping is optimal. A further reduction of the MSE could be
achieved by allowing the number of time steps to depend on the magnitude of X2T for each realiza-
tion. This is however outside the scope of the considered refinement goal (B.1), where we assume
the number of time steps, N , is fixed for all realizations and would be possible only to a very weak
degree under the slight generalization of (B.1) given in assumption (M.2) of Theorem 2.1.
Example 2.2. Our second example is the two-dimensional (2D) SDE problem
dWt “ 1dWt, W0 “ 0,
dXt “WtdWt, X0 “ 0.
Here, we seek to minimize the MSE E
“pXT ´XT q2‰ for the observable
XT “
ż T
0
WtdWt
at the final time T “ 1. With the diffusion matrix represented by
bppWt, Xtq, tq “
„
1
Wt

,
and observing that
BXtXXt,tT “ BXt
˜
Xt `
ż T
t
WsdWs
¸
“ 1,
it follows from the error density in multi-dimensions in Equation (66) that ρptq “ 12 . We conclude
that uniform time-stepping is optimal for this problem as well.
Example 2.3. Next, we consider the three-dimensional (3D) SDE problem
dW
p1q
t “ 1dW p1qt , W p1q0 “ 0,
dW
p2q
t “ 1dW p2qt , W p2q0 “ 0,
dXt “W p1qt dW p2qt ´W p2qt dW p1qt , X0 “ 0,
where W
p1q
t and W
p2q
t are independent Wiener processes. Here, we seek to minimize the MSE
E
“pXT ´XT q2‰ for the Levy area observable
XT “
ż T
0
pW p1qt dW p2qt ´W p2qt dW p1qt q,
at the final time, T “ 1. Representing the diffusion matrix by
bppWt, Xtq, tq “
»– 1 00 1
´W p1qt W p2qt
fifl ,
and observing that
BXtXXt,tT “ BXt
˜
Xt `
ż T
t
pW p1qs dW p2qs ´W p2qs dW p1qs q,
¸
“ 1,
it follows from Equation (66) that ρptq “ 1. We conclude that uniform time-stepping is optimal
for computing Levy areas.
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Example 2.4. As the last example, we consider the 2D SDE
dWt “ 1dWt, W0 “ 0,
dXt “ 3pW 2t ´ tqdWt, X0 “ 0.
We seek to minimize the MSE (38) at the final time T “ 1. For this problem, it may be shown
by Itoˆ calculus that the pathwise exact solution is XT “W 3T ´ 3WTT . Representing the diffusion
matrix by
bppWt, Xtq, tq “
„
1
3pW 2t ´ tq

,
equation (66) implies that ρptq “ 18W 2t . This motivates the use of discrete error indicators,
rn “ 18W 2tn∆t2n, in the mesh refinement criterion. For this problem, we may not directly conclude
that the error expansion (68) holds since the diffusion coefficient does not fulfill the assumption in
Theorem A.2. Although we will not include the details here, it is easy to derive that BjxXx,tT “ 0
for all j ą 1 and to prove that the MSE leading-order error expansion also holds for this particular
problem by following the steps of the proof of Theorem 2.1. In Figure 2, we compare the uniform
and adaptive time-stepping Euler–Maruyama algorithms in terms of MSE vs. the number of
time steps, N . Estimates for the MSE for both algorithms are computed by MC sampling using
M “ 106 samples. This is a sufficient sample size to render the MC estimates’ statistical error
negligible. For the adaptive algorithm, we have used the following input parameter in Algorithm 1:
uniform input mesh, ∆t, with step size 2{N (and ∆tmax “ 2{N). The number of refinements is
set to Nrefine “ N{2. We observe that the algorithms have approximately equal convergence rates,
but, as expected, the adaptive algorithm is slightly more accurate than the uniform time-stepping
algorithm.
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Figure 2. Comparison of the performance of uniform and adaptive time-stepping
Euler–Maruyama numerical integration for Example 2.4 in terms of MSE vs.
number of time steps.
3. Extension of the Adaptive Algorithm to the Multilevel Setting
In this section, we incorporate the MSE adaptive time-stepping algorithm presented in the pre-
ceding section into an MSE adaptive MLMC algorithm for weak approximations. First, we shortly
recall the approximation goal and important concepts for the MSE adaptive MLMC algorithm,
such as the structure of the adaptive mesh hierarchy and MLMC error control. Thereafter, the
MLMC algorithm is presented in pseudocode form.
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3.1. Notation and Objective. For a tolerance, TOL ą 0, and confidence, 0 ă 1 ´ δ ă 1, we
recall that our objective is to construct an adaptive time-stepping MLMC estimator, AML , which
meets the approximation constraint
Pp|ErgpXTqs ´AML | ď TOLq ě 1´ δ. (39)
We denote the multilevel estimator by
AML :“
Lÿ
`“0
Mÿ`
i“1
∆`gpωi, q`
M`loooooomoooooon
“:Ap∆`g;M`q
,
where
∆`gpωq :“
$&%g
´
X
t0u
T pωq¯ , if ` “ 0,
g
´
X
t`u
T pωq¯ ´ g
´
X
t`´1u
T pωq¯ , else.
Section 1.2.5 presents further details on MLMC notation and parameters.
3.1.1. The Mesh Hierarchy. A realization, ∆`gpωi, q`, is generated on a nested pair of mesh real-
izations
. . . Ă ∆tt`´1upωi,`q Ă ∆tt`upωi,`q.
Subsequently, mesh realizations are generated step by step from a prescribed and deterministic
input mesh, ∆tt´1u, holding N´1 uniform time steps. First, ∆tt´1u is refined into a mesh, ∆tt0u,
by applying Algorithm 1, namely
r∆tt0u,W t0us “ meshRefinement
´
∆tt´1u,W t´1u, Nrefine “ N´1,∆tmax “ N´10
¯
.
The mesh refinement process is iterated until meshes ∆tt`´1u and ∆tt`´1u are produced, with the
last couple of iterations being
r∆tt`´1u,W t`´1us “ meshRefinement
´
∆tt`´2u,W t`´2u, Nrefine “ N`´2,∆tmax “ N´1`´1
¯
,
and
r∆tt`u,W t`us “ meshRefinement
´
∆tt`´1u,W t`´1u, Nrefine “ N`´1,∆tmax “ N´1`
¯
.
The output realization for the difference ∆`gpωi, q` “ g
´
X
t`u
T pωi,`q¯ ´ g
´
X
t`´1u
T pωi,`q¯ is there-
after generated on the output temporal mesh and Wiener path pairs, p∆tt`´1u,W t`´1uq and
p∆tt`u,W t`uq.
For later estimates of the computational cost of the MSE adaptive MLMC algorithm, it is useful
to have upper bounds on the growth of the number of time steps in the mesh hierarchy, t∆tt`uu`,
as ` increases. Letting |∆t| denote the number of time steps in a mesh, ∆t (i.e., the cardinality of
the set ∆t “ t∆t0,∆t1, . . .u), the following bounds hold
N` ď
ˇˇˇ
∆tt`u
ˇˇˇ
ă 2N` @` P N0.
The lower bound follows straightforwardly from the mesh hierarchy refinement procedure described
above. To show the upper bound, notice the maximum number of mesh refinements going from a
level `´ 1 mesh, ∆tt`´1u to a level ` mesh, ∆tt`u is 2N`´1 ´ 1. Consequently,
|∆tt`u| ď |∆tt´1u| `
`´1ÿ
j“0
Maximum number of refinements going from ∆ttj´1u to ∆ttju
ď N´1 ` 2
ÿ`
j“0
Nj´1 ´ p`` 1q ă 2N`.
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Remark 3.1. For the telescoping property ErAMLs “ E
”
g
´
X
t`u
T
¯ı
to hold, it is not required that
the adaptive mesh hierarchy is nested, but non-nested meshes make it more complicated to com-
pute Wiener path pairs pW t`´1u,W t`uqpωq. In the numerical tests leading to this work, we tested
both nested and non-nested adaptive meshes and found both options performing satisfactorily.
3.2. Error Control. The error control for the adaptive MLMC algorithm follows the general
framework of a uniform time-stepping MLMC, but for the sake of completeness, we recall the
error control framework for the setting of weak approximations. By splitting
|ErgpXTqs ´AML | ď
ˇˇˇ
E
”
gpXTq ´ g
´
X
tLu
T
¯ıˇˇˇlooooooooooooomooooooooooooon
“:ET
`
ˇˇˇ
E
”
g
´
X
tLu
T
¯
´AML
ıˇˇˇlooooooooooooomooooooooooooon
“:ES
and
TOL “ TOLT ` TOLS, (40)
we seek to implicitly fulfill (39) by imposing the stricter constraints
ET ď TOLT, the time discretization error, (41)
P pES ď TOLSq ě 1´ δ, the statistical error. (42)
3.2.1. The Statistical Error. Under the moment assumptions stated in [6], Lindeberg’s version of
the Central Limit Theorem yields that as TOL Ó 0,
AML ´ E
”
g
´
X
tLu
T
¯ı
a
VarpAMLq
DÝÑ Np0, 1q.
Here,
DÝÑ denotes convergence in distribution. By construction, we have
VarpAMLq “
Lÿ
`“0
Varp∆`gq
M`
.
This asymptotic result motivates the statistical error constraint
VarpAMLq ď TOLS
2
CC
2 , (43)
where CCpδq is the confidence parameter chosen such that
1´ 1?
2pi
ż CC
´CC
e´x
2{2 dx “ p1´ δq, (44)
for a prescribed confidence p1´ δq.
Another important question is how to distribute the number of samples, tM`u`, on the level
hierarchy such that both the computational cost of the MLMC estimator is minimized and the
constraint (43) is met. Letting C` denote the expected cost of generating a numerical realization
∆`gpωi, q`, the approximate total cost of generating the multilevel estimator becomes
CML :“
Lÿ
`“0
C`M`.
An optimization of the number of samples at each level can then be found through minimization
of the Lagrangian
LpM0,M1, . . . ,ML, λq “ λ
˜
Lÿ
`“0
Varp∆`gq
M`
´ TOLS
2
CC
2
¸
`
Lÿ
`“0
C`M`,
yielding
M` “
S
CC
2
TOLS
2
d
Varp∆`gq
C`
Lÿ
`“0
a
C`Varp∆`gq
W
, ` “ 0, 1, . . . , L.
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Since the cost of adaptively refining a mesh, ∆tt`u, is O`N` logpN`q2˘, as noted in Section 2.2.3, the
cost of generating an SDE realization, is of the same order: C` “ O
`
N` logpN`q2
˘
. Representing
the cost by its leading-order term and disregarding the logarithmic factor, an approximation to
the level-wise optimal number of samples becomes
M` “
S
CC
2
TOLS
2
d
Varp∆`gq
N`
Lÿ
`“0
a
N`Varp∆`gq
W
, ` “ 0, 1, . . . , L. (45)
Remark 3.2. In our MLMC implementations, the variances, Varp∆`gq, in equation (45) are ap-
proximated by sample variances. To save memory in our parallel computer implementation, the
maximum permitted batch size for a set of realizations, t∆`gpωi, q`ui, is set to 100,000. For the
initial batch consisting of M` “ xM samples, the sample variance is computed by the standard
approach,
V p∆`g;M`q “ 1
M` ´ 1
Mÿ`
i“1
p∆`gpωi, q` ´A p∆`g;M`qq2.
Thereafter, for every new batch of realizations, t∆`gpωi, q`uM``Mi“M``1 (M here denotes an arbitrary
natural number smaller or equal to 100,000), we incrementally update the sample variance,
V p∆`g;M` `Mq “ M`
M` `M ˆ V p∆`g;M`q
` 1pM` `M ´ 1q
M``Mÿ
i“M``1
p∆`gpωi, q` ´A p∆`g;M` `Mqq2,
and update the total number of samples on level ` accordingly, M` “M` `M .
3.2.2. The Time Discretization Error. To control the time discretization error, we assume that
a weak order convergence rate, α ą 0, holds for the given SDE problem when solved with the
Euler–Maruyama method, i.e., ˇˇˇ
E
”
gpXTq ´ g
´
X
tLu
T
¯ıˇˇˇ
“ O`N´αL ˘ ,
and we assume that the asymptotic rate is reached at level L´ 1. Thenˇˇˇ
E
”
gpXTq ´ g
´
X
tLu
T
¯ıˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 8ÿ
`“L`1
Er∆`gs
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď |Er∆Lgs| 8ÿ
`“1
2´α` “ |Er∆Lgs|
2α ´ 1 .
In our implementation, we assume the weak convergence rate, α, is known prior to sampling and,
replacing Er∆Lgs with a sample average approximation in the above inequality, we determine L
by the following stopping criterion:
max p2´α|A p∆L´1g;ML´1q|, |A p∆Lg;MLq|q
2α ´ 1 ď TOLT, (46)
(cf. Algorithm 3). Here we implicitly assume that the statistical error in estimating the bias
condition is not prohibitively large.
A final level L of order logpTOLT´1q will thus control the discretization error.
3.2.3. Computational Cost. Under the convergence rate assumptions stated in Theorem 1.1, it
follows that the cost of generating an adaptive MLMC estimator, AML , fulfilling the MSE approx-
imation goal E
“pAML ´ ErgpXTqsq2‰ ď TOL2 is bounded by
CML “
Lÿ
`“0
M`C` ď
$’’&’’%
O`TOL´2˘ , if β ą 1,
O`TOL´2 logpTOLq4˘ , if β “ 1,
O
´
TOL´2`
β´1
α logpTOLq2
¯
, if β ă 1.
(47)
Moreover, under the additional higher moment approximation rate assumption
E
„ˇˇˇ
g
´
X
t`u
T
¯
´ gpXTq
ˇˇˇ2`ν “ O´2´β`ν{2¯ ,
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the complexity bound (47) also holds for fulfilling criterion (2) asymptotically as TOL Ó 0, (cf. [5]).
3.3. MLMC Pseudocode. In this section, we present pseudocode for the implementation of the
MSE adaptive MLMC algorithm. In addition to Algorithms 1 and 2, presented in Section 2.2.4, the
implementation consists of Algorithms 3 and 4. Algorithm 3 describes how the stopping criterion
for the final level L is implemented and how the multilevel estimator is generated, and Algorithm 4
describes the steps for generating a realization ∆`g.
Algorithm 3 mlmcEstimator
Input: TOLT, TOLS, confidence δ, initial mesh ∆t
t´1u, initial number of mesh steps N´1,
input weak rate α, initial number of samples xM .
Output: Multilevel estimator AML .
Compute the confidence parameter CCpδq by (44).
Set L “ ´1.
while L ă 2 or (46), using the input α for the weak rate, is violated do
Set L “ L` 1.
Set ML “ xM , generate a set of realizations t∆`gpωi, q`uMLi“1 by applying
adaptiveRealizationsp∆tt´1uq.
for ` “ 0 to L do
Compute the sample variance V p∆`g;Mlq.
end for
for ` “ 0 to L do
Determine the number of samples M` by (45).
if new value of M` is larger than the old value then
Compute additional realizations t∆`gpωi, q`uM
new
`
i“M``1 by applying
adaptiveRealizationsp∆tt´1uq.
end if
end for
end while
Compute AML from the generated samples by using formula (6).
Algorithm 4 adaptiveRealization
Input: Mesh ∆tt´1u.
Outputs: One realization ∆`gpωq
Generate a Wiener path W t´1u on the initial mesh ∆tt´1u.
for j “ 0 to ` do
Refine the mesh by applying
r∆ttju,W tjus “ meshRefinementp∆ttj´1u,W tj´1u, Nrefine “ Nj´1,∆tmax “ N´1j q.
end for
Compute Euler–Maruyama realizations pXt`´1uT , Xt`uT qpωq using the mesh pair
p∆tt`´1u,∆tt`uqpωq and Wiener path pair pW t`´1u,W t`uqpωq, cf. (3), and return the out-
put
∆`gpωq “ g
´
X
t`u
T pωq¯ ´ g
´
X
t`´1u
T pωq¯ .
Remark 3.3. For each increment of L in Algorithm 3, all realizations ∆`g that have been generated
up to that point are reused in later computations of the multilevel estimator. This approach, which
is common in MLMC, (cf. [8]), seems to work fine in practice although the independence between
samples is then lost. Accounting for the lack of independence complicates the convergence analysis.
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4. Numerical Examples for the MLMC Algorithms
To illustrate the implementation of the MSE adaptive MLMC algorithm and to show its robust-
ness and potential efficiency gain over the uniform MLMC algorithm, we present two numerical
examples in this section. The first example considers a geometric Brownian motion SDE problem
with sufficient regularity, such that there is very little (probably nothing) to gain by introducing
adaptive mesh refinement. The example is included to show that in settings where adaptivity
is not required, the MSE adaptive MLMC algorithm is not excessively more expensive than the
uniform MLMC algorithm. In the second example, we consider an SDE with a random time drift
coefficient blow-up of order t´p with p P r0.5, 1q. The MSE adaptive MLMC algorithm performs
progressively more efficiently than does the uniform MLMC algorithm as the value of the blow-
up exponent p increases. We should add, however, that although we observe numerical evidence
for the numerical solutions converging for both examples, all of the assumptions in Theorem 2.1
are not fulfilled for our adaptive algorithm, when applied to either of the two examples. We are
therefore not able to prove theoretically that our adaptive algorithm converges in these examples.
For reference, the implemented MSE adaptive MLMC algorithm is described in Algorithms 1–4,
the standard form of the uniform time-stepping MLMC algorithm that we use in these numerical
comparisons is presented in Algorithm 5, Appendix B, and a summary of the parameter values
used in the examples is given in Table 2. Furthermore, all average properties derived from the
MLMC algorithms that we plot for the considered examples in Figures 3–12 below are computed
from 100 multilevel estimator realizations, and, when plotted, error bars are scaled to one sample
standard deviation.
Example 4.1. We consider the geometric Brownian motion
dXt “ Xtdt`XtdWt, X0 “ 1,
where we seek to fulfill the weak approximation goal (2) for the observable, gpxq “ x, at the final
time, T “ 1. The reference solution is ErgpXTqs “ eT . From Example 2.1, we recall that the MSE
minimized in this problem by using uniform time steps. However, our a posteriori MSE adaptive
MLMC algorithm computes error indicators from numerical solutions of the path and the dual
solution, which may lead to slightly non-uniform output meshes. In Figure 3, we study how close
to uniform the MSE adaptive meshes are by plotting the level-wise ratio, E
“ˇˇ
∆tt`u
ˇˇ‰{N`, where
we recall that
ˇˇ
∆tt`u
ˇˇ
denotes the number of time steps in the mesh, ∆tt`u, and that a uniform
mesh on level ` has N` time steps. As the level, `, increases, E
“ˇˇ
∆tt`u
ˇˇ‰{N` converges to 1, and to
interpret this result, we recall from the construction of the adaptive mesh hierarchy in Section 3
that if
ˇˇ
∆tt`u
ˇˇ “ N`, then the mesh, ∆tt`u, is uniform. We thus conclude that for this problem,
the higher the level, the more uniform the MSE adaptive mesh realizations generally become.
0 2 4 6 8 10 12
Level `
1.000
1.002
1.004
1.006
1.008
1.010
Number of time steps ratio E[|∆t{`}|]/N`
Figure 3. The ratio of the level-wise mean number of time steps E
“ˇˇ
∆tt`u
ˇˇ‰{N`,
of MSE adaptive mesh realizations to uniform mesh realizations for Example 4.2.
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Table 2. List of parameter values used by the MSE adaptive MLMC algorithm
and (when required) the uniform MLMC algorithm for the numerical examples
in Section 4.
Parameter Description of parameter Example 4.1 Example 4.2
δ Confidence parameter, cf. (39). 0.1 0.1
TOL Accuracy parameter, cf. (39). r10´3, 10´1s r10´3, 10´1s
TOLS Statistical error tolerance,
cf. (40).
TOL/2 TOL/2
TOLT Bias error tolerance, cf. (40). TOL/2 TOL/2
∆tt´1u Pre-initial input uniform mesh
having the following step size.
1/2 1/2
N0 Number of time steps in the ini-
tial mesh ∆tt0u.
4 4
N˜p`q The number of complete updates
of the error indicators in the
MSE adaptive algorithm, cf. Al-
gorithm 1.
Y
logp``2q
logp2q
] Y
logp``2q
logp2q
]
∆tmaxp`q Maximum permitted time step
size.
N´1` N
´1
`
∆tmin Minimum permitted time step
size (due to the used double-
precision binary floating-point
format).
2´51 2´51
xM Number of first batch samples for
a (first) estimate of the variance
Varp∆`gq.
100 20
αU Input weak convergence rate
used in the stopping rule (46)
for uniform time step Euler–
Maruyama numerical integra-
tion.
1 p1´ pq
αA Input weak convergence rate
used in the stopping rule (46)
for the MSE adaptive time step
Euler–Maruyama numerical inte-
gration.
1 1
Since adaptive mesh refinement is costly and since this problem has sufficient regularity for the
first-order weak and MSE convergence rates (4) and (5) to hold, respectively, one might expect
that MSE adaptive MLMC will be less efficient than the uniform MLMC. This is verified in
Figure 5, which shows that the runtime of the MSE adaptive MLMC algorithm grows slightly
faster than the uniform MLMC algorithm and that the cost ratio is at most roughly 3.5, in favor
of uniform MLMC. In Figure 4, the accuracy of the MLMC algorithms is compared, showing
that both algorithms fulfill the goal (2) reliably. Figure 6 further shows that both algorithms
have roughly first-order convergence rates for the weak error |Er∆`gs| and the variance Varp∆`gq,
and that the decay rates for Ml are close to identical. We conclude that although MSE adaptive
MLMC is slightly more costly than uniform MLMC, the algorithms perform comparably in terms
of runtime for this example.
Remark 4.1. The reason why we are unable to prove theoretically that the numerical solution of
this problem computed with our adaptive algorithm asymptotically converges to the true solution is
slightly subtle. The required smoothness conditions in Theorem 2.1 are obviously fulfilled, but due
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101 102 103
TOL−1
10−6
10−5
10−4
10−3
10−2
10−1
6 4 6 4 6 1 4 6 4 1
TOL
Adaptive MLMC
101 102 103
TOL−1
4 2 4 6 6 2 1 3 2 0
TOL
Uniform MLMC
Figure 4. For a set of TOL values, 100 realizations of the MSE adaptive multi-
level estimator are computed using both MLMC algorithms for Example 4.1. The
errors |AMLpωi; TOL, δq ´ ErgpXTqs| are respectively plotted as circles (adaptive
MLMC) and triangles (uniform MLMC), and the number of multilevel estimator
realizations failing the constraint |AMLpωi; TOL, δq´ErgpXTqs| ă TOL is written
above the pTOL´1,TOLq line. Since the confidence parameter is set to δ “ 0.1
and less than 10 realizations fail for any of the tested TOL values, both algorithms
meet the approximation goal (39).
101 102 103
TOL−1
10−3
10−2
10−1
100
101
102
103
104
R
u
n
ti
m
e
[s
]
adaptive MLMC
uniform MLMC
c1TOL
−2 log(TOL)2
Figure 5. Average runtime vs. TOL´1 for the two MLMC algorithms solving Example 4.1.
to the local update of the error indicators in our mesh refinement procedure, (cf. Section 2.2.3), we
cannot prove that the mesh points will asymptotically be stopping times for which tn P Ftn´1 for all
n P t1, 2, . . . , Nu. If we instead were to use the version of our adaptive algorithm that recomputes
all error indicators for each mesh refinement, the definition of the error density (26) implies that,
for this particular problem, it would take the same value, ρn “
śN´1
k“0 cxptk, Xtkq2{2, for all indices,
n P t0, 1, . . . , Nu. The resulting adaptively refined mesh would then become uniform and we could
verify convergence, for instance, by using Theorem 2.1. Connecting this to the numerical results
for the adaptive algorithm that we have implemented here, we notice that the level-wise mean
number of time steps ratio, E
“ˇˇ
∆tt`u
ˇˇ‰{N`, presented in Figure 3 seems to tend towards 1 as `
increases, a limit ratio that is achieved only if ∆tt`u is indeed a uniform mesh.
Example 4.2. We next consider the SDE
dXt “ rfpt; ξqXtloooomoooon
“:apt,Xt;ξq
dt` σXtlomon
“:bpt,Xt;ξq
dWt
X0 “ 1,
(48)
with the low-regularity drift coefficient, fpt; ξq “ |t´ξ|´p, interest rate, r “ 1{5, volatility, σ “ 0.5,
and observable, gpxq “ x, at the final time T “ 1. A new singularity point, ξ P Up1{4, 3{4q, is
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10−5
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10−2
10−1
100
Adaptive MLMC
A(g`;M`)
A(∆`g;M`)
c2−`
Uniform MLMC
10−4
10−3
10−2
10−1
100
101
V(g`;M`)
V(∆`g;M`)
c2−`
0 2 4 6 8 10 12
Level `
104
105
106
107
108
109
1010
E[M`(TOL = 10
−3)]
E[M`(TOL = 10
−2.11)]
c2−`
0 2 4 6 8 10 12
Level `
Figure 6. Output for Example 4.1 solved with the MSE adaptive and uniform
time-stepping MLMC algorithms. (Top) Weak error |Er∆`gs| for solutions at
TOL “ 10´3. (Middle) Variance Varp∆`gq for solutions at TOL “ 10´3. (Bot-
tom) Average number of samples ErMls.
sampled for each path, and it is independent from the Wiener paths, W . Three different blow-up
exponent test cases are considered, p “ p1{2, 2{3, 3{4q, and to avoid blow-ups in the numerical
integration of the drift function component, fp¨; ξq, we replace the fully explicit Euler–Maruyama
integration scheme with the following semi-implicit scheme:
Xtn`1 “ Xtn `
#
rfptn; ξqXtn∆tn ` σXtn∆Wn, if fptn; ξq ă 2fptn`1; ξq,
rfptn`1; ξqXtn∆tn ` σXtn∆Wn, else.
(49)
For p P r1{2, 3{4s it may be shown that for any singularity point, any path integrated by the
scheme (49) will have at most one drift-implicit integration step. The reference mean for the exact
solution is given by
ErXT s “ 2
ż 3{4
1{4
exp
ˆ
rpx1´p ` p1´ xq1´pq
1´ p
˙
dx,
and in the numerical experiments, we approximate this integral value by quadrature to the needed
accuracy.
The MSE Expansion for the Adaptive Algorithm. Due to the low-regularity drift present in this
problem, the resulting MSE expansion will also contain drift-related terms that formally are of
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higher order. From the proof of Theorem 2.1, equation (61), we conclude that, to leading order
the MSE is bounded by
E
”ˇˇ
XT ´XT
ˇˇ2ı ď E«N´1ÿ
n“0
ϕ2x,n
`
Npat ` axaq2∆t2n ` pbxbq2
˘ ptn, Xtn ; ξq
2
∆t2n
ff
.
This is the error expansion we use for the adaptive mesh refinement (in Algorithm 1) in this
example. In Figure 7, we illustrate the effect that the singularity exponent, p, has on SDE and
adaptive mesh realizations.
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
time t
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
Adaptive realization p=0.5
X
{2}
t (ω)
X
{4}
t (ω)
X
{6}
t (ω)
X
{8}
t (ω)
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
time t
Adaptive realization p=0.67
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
time t
Adaptive realization p=0.75
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∆t{2}(ω)
∆t{4}(ω)
∆t{6}(ω)
∆t{8}(ω)
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
time t
Adaptive mesh p=0.67
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
time t
Adaptive mesh p=0.75
Figure 7. (Top) One MSE adaptive numerical realization of the SDE prob-
lem (48) at different mesh hierarchy levels. The blow-up singularity point is
located at ξ « 0.288473 and the realizations are computed for three singularity
exponent values. We observe that as the exponent, p, increases, the more jump at
t “ ξ becomes more pronounced. (Bottom) Corresponding MSE adaptive mesh
realizations for the different test cases.
Implementation Details and Observations. Computational tests for the uniform and MSE adaptive
MLMC algorithms are implemented with the input parameters summarized in Table 2. The weak
convergence rate, α, which is needed in the MLMC implementations’ stopping criterion (46), is
estimated experimentally as αppq “ p1 ´ pq when using the Euler–Maruyama integrator with
uniform time steps, and roughly α “ 1 when using the Euler–Maruyama integrator with adaptive
time steps, (cf. Figure 8). We further estimate the variance convergence rate to βppq “ 2p1´ pq,
when using uniform time-stepping, and roughly to β “ 1 when using MSE adaptive time-stepping,
(cf. Figure 9). The low weak convergence rate for uniform MLMC implies that the number of
levels L in the MLMC estimator will be become very large, even with fairly high tolerances.
Since computations of realizations on high levels are extremely costly, we have, for the sake of
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Figure 8. (Top) Average errors |Er∆`gs| for Example 4.2 solved with the MSE
adaptive MLMC algorithm for three singularity exponent values. (Bottom) Cor-
responding average errors for the uniform MLMC algorithm.
computational feasibility, chosen a very low value, xM “ 20, for the initial number of samples in
both MLMC algorithms. The respective estimators’ use of samples, M`, (cf. Figure 10), shows
that the low number of initial samples is not strictly needed for the the adaptive MLMC algorithm,
but for the sake of fair comparisons, we have chosen to use the same parameter values in both
algorithms.
From the rate estimates of α and β, we predict the computational cost of reaching the approx-
imation goal (39) for the respective MLMC algorithms to be
CostadppAMLq “ O
`
logpTOLq4TOL´2˘ and CostunfpAMLq “ O´TOL´ 11´p¯ ,
by using the estimate (47) and Theorem 1.1 respectively. These predictions fit well with the
observed computational runtime for the respective MLMC algorithms, (cf. Figure 11). Lastly, we
observe that the numerical results are consistent with both algorithms fulfilling the goal (39) in
Figure 12.
Computer Implementation. The computer code for all algorithms was written in Java and
used the “Stochastic Simulation in Java” library to sample the random variables in parallel from
thread-independent MRG32k3a pseudo random number generators, [24]. The experiments were
run on multiple threads on Intel Xeon(R) CPU X5650, 2.67GHz processors and the computer
graphics were made using the open source plotting library Matplotlib, [18].
5. Conclusion
We have developed an a posteriori , MSE adaptive Euler–Maruyama time-stepping algorithm
and incorporated it into an MSE adaptive MLMC algorithm. The MSE error expansion presented
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Figure 9. (Top) Variances Varp∆`gq for for Example 4.2 solved with the MSE
adaptive MLMC algorithm for three singularity exponent values. (Bottom) Cor-
responding variances for the uniform MLMC algorithm. The more noisy data on
the highest levels is due to the low number used for the initial samples, Mˆ “ 20,
and only a subset of the generated 100 multilevel estimator realizations reached
the last levels.
in Theorem 2.1 is fundamental to the adaptive algorithm. Numerical tests have shown that MSE
adaptive time-stepping may outperform uniform time-stepping, both in the single-level MC setting
and in the MLMC setting, (Examples 2.4 and 4.2). Due to the complexities of implementing
adaptive time-stepping, the numerical examples in this work were restricted to quite simple, low-
regularity SDE problems with singularities in the temporal coordinate. In the future, we aim to
study SDE problems with low-regularity in the state coordinate (preliminary tests and analysis
do however indicate that then some ad hoc molding of the adaptive algorithm is required).
Although a posteriori adaptivity has proven to be a very effective method for deterministic
differential equations, the use of information from the future of the numerical solution of the dual
problem makes it a somewhat unnatural method to extend to Itoˆ SDE: It can result in numerical
solutions that are not Ft-adapted, which consequently may introduce a bias in the numerical
solutions. [7] provides an example of a failing adaptive algorithm for SDE. A rigorous analysis
of the convergence properties of our developed MSE adaptive algorithm would strengthen the
theoretical basis of the algorithm further. We leave this for future work.
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Figure 10. (Top) Average number of samples M` for for Example 4.2 solved
with the MSE adaptive MLMC algorithm for three singularity exponent values.
(Bottom) Corresponding average number of samples for the uniform MLMC
algorithm. The plotted decay rate reference lines, c2´ppβppq`1q{2q`, for M` follow
implicitly from equation (45) (assuming that βppq “ 2p1´pq is the correct variance
decay rate).
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Figure 11. Average runtime vs. TOL´1 for the two MLMC algorithms for
three singularity exponent values in Example 4.2.
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Figure 12. Approximation errors for both of the MLMC algorithms solving
Example 4.2. At every TOL value, circles and triangles represent the errors from
100 independent multilevel estimator realizations of the respective algorithms.
Appendix A. Theoretical Results
A.1. Error Expansion for the MSE in 1D. In this section, we derive a leading-order error
expansion for the MSE (11) in the 1D setting when the drift and diffusion coefficients are re-
spectively mappings of the form a : r0, T s ˆ R and b : r0, T s ˆ R Ñ R. We begin by deriving a
representation of the MSE in terms of products of local errors and weights.
Recalling the definition of the flow map, ϕpx, tq :“ gpXx,tT q, and the first variation of the flow
map and the path itself given in Section 2.1.1, we use the Mean Value Theorem to deduce that
gpXTq ´ g
`
XT
˘ “ ϕp0, x0q ´ ϕp0, XT q
“
N´1ÿ
n“0
ϕptn, Xtnq ´ ϕptn`1, Xtn`1q
“
N´1ÿ
n“0
ϕ
´
tn`1, X
Xtn ,tn
tn`1
¯
´ ϕptn`1, Xtn`1q
“
N´1ÿ
n“0
ϕx
`
tn`1, Xtn`1 ` sn∆en
˘
∆en,
(50)
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where the local error is given by ∆en :“ XXtn ,tntn`1 ´ Xtn`1 and sn P r0, 1s. Itoˆ expansion of the
local error gives the following representation:
∆en “
ż tn`1
tn
apt,XXtn ,tnt q ´ aptn, Xtnq dtloooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooon
∆an
`
ż tn`1
tn
bpt,XXtn ,tnt q ´ bptn, Xtnq dWtlooooooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooooon
∆bn
“
ż tn`1
tn
ż t
tn
pat ` axa` axx
2
b2qps,XXtn ,tns q ds dtloooooooooooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooon
“:}∆an
`
ż tn`1
tn
ż t
tn
paxbqps,XXtn ,tns q dWs dtlooooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooon
“:Ą∆an
`
ż tn`1
tn
ż t
tn
pbt ` bxa` bxx
2
b2qps,XXtn ,tns qds dWtlooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooon
“: |∆bn
`
ż tn`1
tn
ż t
tn
pbxbqps,XXtn ,tns qdWs dWtloooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooon
“: Ă∆bn
.
(51)
By equation (50) we may express the MSE by the following squared sum
E
”`
gpXT q ´ g
`
XT
˘˘2ı “ E
»—–
¨˝
Nˇ´1ÿ
n“0
ϕx
`
tn`1, Xtn`1 ` sn∆en
˘
∆en‚˛
2
fiffifl
“
Nˇ´1ÿ
n,k“0
E
“
ϕx
`
tk`1, Xtk`1 ` sk∆ek
˘
ϕx
`
tn`1, Xtn`1 ` sn∆en
˘
∆ek∆en
‰
.
This is the first step in deriving the error expansion in Theorem 2.1. The remaining steps follow
in the proof below.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. The main tools used in proving this theorem are Taylor and Itoˆ–Taylor
expansions, Itoˆ isometry, and truncation of higher order terms. For errors attributed to the
leading-order local error term, Ă∆bn, (cf. equation (51)), we do detailed calculations, and the
remainder is bounded by stated higher order terms.
We begin by noting that under the assumptions in Theorem 2.1 Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 respectively
verify then the existence and uniqueness of the solution of the SDE X and the numerical solution
X, and provide higher order moment bounds for both. Furthermore, due to the assumption of the
mesh points being stopping times for which tn P Ftn´1 for all n, it follows also that the numerical
solution is adapted to the filtration, i.e., Xtn P Ftn for all n.
We further need to extend the flow map and the first variation notation from Section 2.1.1. Let
X
x,tk
tn for n ě k denote the numerical solution of the Euler–Maruyama scheme
X
x,tk
tj`1 “ X
x,tk
tj ` aptj , X
x,tk
tj q∆tj ` bptj , X
x,tk
tj q∆Wj , j ě k, (52)
with initial condition Xtk “ x. The first variation of Xx,tktn is defined by BxX
x,tk
tn . Provided
that E
“|x|2p‰ ă 8 for all p P N, x P Ftk and provided the assumptions of Lemma 2.3 hold, it is
straightforward to extend the proof of the lemma to verify that pXx,tk , BxXx,tkq converges strongly
to pXx,tk , BxXx,tkq for t P rtk, T s,
max
kďnďNˇ
˜ˆ
E
„ˇˇˇ
X
x,tk
tn ´Xx,tktn
ˇˇˇ2p˙1{2p¸ ď CNˇ´1{2, @p P N
max
kďnďNˇ
˜ˆ
E
„ˇˇˇ
BxXx,tktn ´ BxXx,tktn
ˇˇˇ2p˙1{2p¸ ď CNˇ´1{2, @p P N
and
max
kďnďNˇ
ˆ
max
ˆ
E
„ˇˇˇ
X
x,tk
tn
ˇˇˇ2p
,E
„ˇˇˇ
BxXx,tktn
ˇˇˇ2p˙˙ ă 8, @p P N. (53)
In addition to this, we will also make use of moment bounds for the second and third variation
of the flow map in the proof, i.e., ϕxxpt, xq and ϕxxxpt, xq. The second variation is described in
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Section A.2, where it is shown in Lemma A.1 that provided that x P Ft and E
“|x|2p‰ ă 8 for all
p P N, then
max
´
E
”
|ϕxxpt, xq|2p
ı
,E
”
|ϕxxxpt, xq|2p
ı
,E
”
|ϕxxxxpt, xq|2p
ı¯
ă 8, @p P N.
Considering the MSE error contribution from the leading order local error terms Ă∆bn, i.e.,
E
”
ϕx
`
tk`1, Xtk`1 ` sk∆ek
˘
ϕx
`
tn`1, Xtn`1 ` sn∆en
˘ Ă∆bkĂ∆bnı, (54)
we have for k “ n,
E
”`
ϕx
`
tn`1, Xtn`1
˘` ϕxx`tn`1, Xtn`1 ` sˆn∆en˘ sn∆en˘2 Ă∆b2nı
“E
”
ϕx
`
tn`1, Xtn`1
˘2 Ă∆b2n ` o`∆t2n˘ı.
The above o
`
∆t2n
˘
follows from Young’s and Ho¨lder’s inequalities,
E
”
2ϕx
`
tn`1, Xtn`1
˘
ϕxx
`
tn`1, Xtn`1 ` sˆn∆en
˘
sn∆enĂ∆b2nı
ď C
˜
E
”`
ϕx
`
tn`1, Xtn`1
˘
ϕxx
`
tn`1, Xtn`1 ` sˆn∆en
˘˘2
∆t3n
ı
` E
«
∆e2n
Ă∆b4n
∆t3n
ff¸
ď C
˜
E
”
E
”`
ϕx
`
tn`1, Xtn`1
˘
ϕxx
`
tn`1, Xn`1 ` sˆn∆en
˘˘2 ˇˇˇFtnı∆t3nı
` E
« |∆a2nĂ∆b4n
∆t3n
ff
` E
« Ă∆a2nĂ∆b4n
∆t3n
ff
` E
« |∆b2nĂ∆b4n
∆t3n
ff
` E
« Ă∆b6n
∆t3n
ff¸
ď C
#
E
“
∆t3n
‰`˜dE„E”|∆a4n|Ftnı 1∆tn

`
d
E
„
E
”Ă∆a4n|Ftnı 1∆tn

`
d
E
„
E
”|∆b4n|Ftnı 1∆tn

`
d
E
„
E
”Ă∆b4n|Ftnı 1∆tn
¸d
E
„
E
”Ă∆b8n|Ftnı 1∆t5n
+
“ E“op∆t2nq‰
(55)
where the last inequality is derived by applying the moment bounds for multiple Itoˆ integrals
described in [22, Lemma 5.7.5] and under the assumptions (R.1), (R.2), (M.1), (M.2) and (M.3).
This yields
E
”|∆a4n|Ftnı ď CE
«
sup
sPrtn,tn`1q
ˇˇˇ
at ` axa` axx
2
b2
ˇˇˇ4ps,XXtn ,tns q ˇˇˇFtn
ff
∆t8n,
E
”Ă∆a4n|Ftnı ď CE
«
sup
sPrtn,tn`1q
|axb|4ps,XXtn ,tns q
ˇˇˇ
Ftn
ff
∆t6n,
E
”|∆b4n|Ftnı ď CE
«
sup
sPrtn,tn`1q
ˇˇˇˇ
bt ` bxa` bxx
2
b2
ˇˇˇˇ4
ps,XXtn ,tns q
ˇˇˇ
Ftn
ff
∆t6n,
E
”Ă∆b4n|Ftnı ď CE
«
sup
sPrtn,tn`1q
|bxb|4ps,XXtn ,tns q
ˇˇˇ
Ftn
ff
∆t4n,
E
”Ă∆b8n|Ftnı ď CE
«
sup
sPrtn,tn`1q
|bxb|8ps,XXtn ,tns q
ˇˇˇ
Ftn
ff
∆t8n.
(56)
And by similar reasoning,
E
”
ϕxx
`
Xtn`1 ` sˆn∆en, tn`1
˘2
s2n∆e
2
n
Ă∆b2nı ď CE“∆t4n‰.
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For achieving independence between forward paths and dual solutions in the expectations, an
Itoˆ–Taylor expansion of ϕx leads to the equality
E
”
ϕx
`
tn`1, Xtn`1
˘2 Ă∆b2nı “ E”ϕx`tn`1, Xtn˘2 Ă∆b2n ` o`∆t2n˘ı.
Introducing the null set completed σ´algebrapFn “ σ `σptWsu0ďsďtnq _ σptWs ´Wtn`1utn`1ďsďT q˘_ σpX0q,
we observe that ϕx
`
tn`1, Xtn
˘2
is pFn measurable by construction, (cf. [27, App. B]). Moreover,
by conditional expectation,
E
”
ϕx
`
tn`1, Xtn
˘2 Ă∆b2nı “ E”ϕx`tn`1, Xtn˘2 E”Ă∆b2n| pFnıı
“ E
„
ϕx
`
tn`1, Xtn
˘2 pbxbq2ptn, Xtnq∆t2n2 ` o`∆t2n˘

,
where the last equality follows from using Itoˆ’s formula,
pbxbq2pt,XXtn ,tnt q “ pbxbq2ptn, Xtnq `
ż t
tn
ˆ´
Bt ` aBx ` b
2
2
B2x
¯
pbxbq2
˙
ps,XXtn ,tns q ds
`
ż t
tn
`
bBxpbxbq2
˘ ps,XXtn ,tns q dWs, t P rtn, tn`1q,
to derive that
E
”Ă∆b2n| pFnı “ E
«ˆż tn`1
tn
ż t
tn
pbxbqps,XXtn ,tns qdWs dWt
˙2 ˇˇˇ
Xtn
ff
“ pbxbq
2ptn, Xtnq
2
∆t2n ` o
`
∆t2n
˘
.
Here, the higher order o
`
∆t2n
˘
terms are bounded in a similar fashion as the terms in inequal-
ity (55), by using [22, Lemma 5.7.5].
For the terms in (54) for which k ă n, we will show that
Nˇ´1ÿ
k,n“0
E
”
ϕx
`
tk`1, Xtk`1 ` sk∆ek
˘
ϕx
`
tn`1, Xtn`1 ` sn∆en
˘ Ă∆bkĂ∆bnı “ Nˇ´1ÿ
n“0
E
“
o
`
∆t2n
˘‰
, (57)
which means that the contribution to the MSE from these terms is negligible to leading order. For
the use in later expansions, let us first observe by use of the chain rule that for any y P Ftn with
bounded second moment,
ϕxptk`1, yq “ g1pXy,tk`1T qBxXy,tk`1T
“ g1pXXtk`1`sm∆ek,tk`1T qBxX
X
y,tk`1
tn`1 ,tn`1
T BxXy,tk`1tn`1
“ ϕx
´
tn`1, X
y,tk`1
tn`1
¯
BxXy,tk`1tn`1 ,
and that
BxXXtk`1`sk∆ek,tk`1tn`1 “ BxX
Xtk`1`sk∆ek,tk`1
tn
`
ż tn`1
tn
axps,XXtk`1`sk∆ek,tk`1s qBxXXtk`1`sk∆ek,tk`1s ds
`
ż tn`1
tn
bxps,XXtk`1`sk∆ek,tk`1s qBxXXtk`1`sk∆ek,tk`1s dWs.
We next introduce the σ-algebrapFk,n :“ σptWsu0ďsďtkq _ σptWs ´Wtk`1utk`1ďsďtnq _ σptWs ´Wtn`1utn`1ďsďT q _ σpX0q,
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and Itoˆ–Taylor expand the ϕx functions in (57) about center points that are pFk,n-measurable:
ϕx
`
tk`1, Xtk`1 ` sk∆ek
˘ “ ϕxˆtn`1, XXtk`1`sk∆ek,tk`1tn`1 ˙ BxXXtk`1`sk∆ek,tk`1tn`1
“
«
ϕx
ˆ
tn`1, X
Xtk ,tk`1
tn
˙
` ϕxx
ˆ
tn`1, X
Xtk ,tk`1
tn
˙ˆ
X
Xtk`1`sk∆ek,tk`1
tn`1 ´X
Xtk ,tk`1
tn
˙
` ϕxxx
ˆ
tn`1, X
Xtk ,tk`1
tn
˙ ˆXXtk`1`sk∆ek,tk`1tn`1 ´XXtk ,tk`1tn ˙2
2
` ϕxxxx
ˆ
tn`1, p1´ sˇnqXXtk ,tk`1tn ` sˇnX
Xtk`1`sk∆ek,tk`1
tn`1
˙
ˆ pX
Xtk`1`sk∆ek,tk`1
tn`1 ´X
Xtk ,tk`1
tn q2
2
ff
ˆ
«
BxXXtk ,tk`1tn ` BxxX
Xtk ,tk`1
tn paptk, Xtkq∆tk ` bptk, Xtkq∆Wk ` sk∆ekq
` BxxxXXtk`s`kpaptk,Xtk q∆tk`pbptk,Xtk q∆Wk`sk∆ekq,tk`1tn
ˆ paptk, Xtkq∆tk ` bptk, Xtkq∆Wk ` sk∆ekq
2
2
`
ż tn`1
tn
axps,XXtk`1`sk∆ek,tk`1s qBxXXtk`1`sk∆ek,tk`1s ds
`
ż tn`1
tn
bxps,XXtk`1`sk∆ek,tk`1s qBxXXtk`1`sk∆ek,tk`1s dWs
ff
, (58)
where
X
Xtk`1`sk∆ek,tk`1
tn`1 ´X
Xtk ,tk`1
tn
“
ż tn`1
tn
aps,XXtk`1`sk∆ek,tk`1s qds`
ż tn`1
tn
bps,XXtk`1`sk∆ek,tk`1s qdWs
` BxXXtk`s˜kpaptk,Xtk q∆tk`bptk,Xtk q∆Wk`sk∆ekq,tk`1tn paptk, Xtkq∆tk ` bptk, Xtkq∆Wk ` sk∆ekq,
and
ϕx
`
tn`1, Xtn`1 ` sn∆en
˘ “ ϕxˆtn`1, XXtk ,tk`1tn ˙
` ϕxx
ˆ
tn`1, X
Xtk ,tk`1
tn
˙
∆νk,n ` ϕxxx
ˆ
tn`1, X
Xk,tk`1
n
˙
∆ν2k,n
2
` ϕxxxx
ˆ
tn`1, p1´ s´nqXXtk ,tk`1tn ` s´npXtn`1 ` sn∆enq
˙
∆ν3k,n
6
, (59)
with
∆νk,n :“ aptn, Xtnq∆tn ` bptn, Xtnq∆Wn ` sn∆en
` BxXXtk`sˆkpaptk,Xtk q∆tk`bptk,Xtk q∆Wkq,tk`1tn paptk, Xtkq∆tk ` bptk, Xtkq∆Wk ` sk∆ekq.
Plugging the expansions (58) and (59) into the expectation
E
”
ϕx
`
tk`1, Xk`1 ` sk∆ek
˘
ϕx
`
tn`1, Xn`1 ` sn∆en
˘ Ă∆bkĂ∆bnı,
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the summands in the resulting expression that only contains products of the first variations van-
ishes,
E
„
ϕx
ˆ
tn`1, X
Xtk ,tk`1
tn
˙
BxXXtk ,tk`1tn ϕx
ˆ
tn`1, X
Xtk`1 ,tk`1
tn
˙ Ă∆bkĂ∆bn
“ E
„
E
”Ă∆bnĂ∆bk| pFk,nıϕxˆtn`1, XXtk ,tk`1tn ˙ BxXXtk ,tk`1tn ϕxˆtn`1, XXtk ,tk`1tn ˙ “ 0.
One can further deduce that all of the the summands in which the product of multiple Itoˆ integralsĂ∆bk and Ă∆bn are multiplied only with one additional Itoˆ integral of first-order vanish by using the
fact that the inner product of the resulting multiple Itoˆ integrals is zero, cf. [22, Lemma 5.7.2],
and by separating the first and second variations from the Itoˆ integrals by taking a conditional
expectation with respect to the suitable filtration. We illustrate this with a couple of examples,
E
«
ϕx
ˆ
tn`1, X
Xtk ,tk`1
tn
˙
BxxXXtk ,tk`1tn bptk, Xtkq∆Wkϕx
ˆ
tn`1, X
Xtk ,tk`1
tn
˙ Ă∆bkĂ∆bnff
“ E
«
ϕx
ˆ
tn`1, X
Xtk ,tk`1
tn
˙
BxxXXtk ,tk`1tn bptk, Xtkq∆Wkϕx
ˆ
tn`1, X
Xtk ,tk`1
tn
˙ Ă∆bk
ˆ E
”Ă∆bn| pFnıff “ 0,
and
E
«
ϕx
ˆ
tn`1, X
Xtk ,tk`1
tn
˙
BxXXtk ,tk`1tn bptn, Xtnq∆Wnϕx
ˆ
tn`1, X
Xtk ,tk`1
tn
˙ Ă∆bkĂ∆bnff
“ E
«
ϕx
ˆ
tn`1, X
Xtk ,tk`1
tn`1
˙
ϕx
ˆ
tn`1, X
Xtk ,tk`1
tn
˙ Ă∆bkbptn, XtnqE”Ă∆bn∆Wn| pFnı
ff
“ 0.
From these observations, assumption (M.3), inequality (56), and, when necessary, additional ex-
pansions of integrands to render the leading order integrand either pFk- or pFn-measurable and
thereby sharpen the bounds (an example of such an expansion is
Ă∆bn “ ż tn`1
tn
ż t
tn
pbxbqps,XXtn ,tns qdWs dWt
“
ż tn`1
tn
ż t
tn
pbxbq
˜
s,X
X
Xtk
,tk`1
tn
,tn
s
¸
dWs dWt ` h.o.t.q.
We derive after a laborious computation which we will not include here thatˇˇˇ
E
”
ϕx
`
tk`1, Xtk`1 ` sk∆ek
˘
ϕx
`
tn`1, Xtn`1 ` sn∆en
˘ Ă∆bkĂ∆bnıˇˇˇ ď CNˇ´3{2bEr∆t2ksEr∆t2ns.
This further implies that
Nˇ´1ÿ
k,n“0,k‰n
E
”
ϕx
`
tk`1, Xtk`1 ` sk∆ek
˘
ϕx
`
tn`1, Xtn`1 ` sn∆en
˘ Ă∆bkĂ∆bnı
ď CNˇ´3{2
Nˇ´1ÿ
k,n“0,k‰n
b
Er∆t2ksEr∆t2ns
ď CNˇ´3{2
¨˝
Nˇ´1ÿ
n“0
a
Er∆t2ns‚˛
2
ď CNˇ´1{2
Nˇ´1ÿ
n“0
E
“
∆t2n
‰
,
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such that inequality (57) holds.
So far, we have shown that
E
»–˜N´1ÿ
n“0
ϕx
`
tn`1, Xtn`1 ` sn∆en
˘ Ă∆bn¸2
fifl
“ E
«
N´1ÿ
n“0
ϕx
`
tn`1, Xtn
˘2 pbxbq2
2
ptn, Xtnq∆t2n ` o
`
∆t2n
˘ff
. (60)
The MSE contribution from the other local error terms, |∆an, Ă∆an and |∆bn, can also be bounded
using the above approach with Itoˆ–Taylor expansions, pFm,n-conditioning and Itoˆ isometries. This
yields that
E
”
ϕx
`
tk`1, Xtk`1 ` sk∆ek
˘
ϕx
`
tn`1, Xtn`1 ` sn∆en
˘ |∆ak|∆anı
“ E
«
ϕx
`
Xtk , tk
˘
ϕx
`
tn, Xtn
˘ ´at ` axa` axxb2{2
2
¯
ptk, Xtkqˆ
´at ` axa` axxb2{2
2
¯
ptn, Xtnq∆t2k∆t2n ` o
`
∆t2k∆t
2
n
˘ ff
,
(61)
E
”
ϕx
`
tk`1, Xtk`1 ` sk∆ek
˘
ϕx
`
tn`1, Xtn`1 ` sn∆en
˘ Ă∆akĂ∆anı
“
$&%E
”
ϕx
`
tn, Xtn
˘2 paxbq2
2 ptn, Xtnq∆t3n ` o
`
∆t3n
˘ı
, if k “ n,
O
´
Nˇ´3{2
`
E
“
∆t3k
‰
E
“
∆t3n
‰˘1{2¯
, if k‰n,
and
E
”
ϕx
`
tk`1, Xtk`1 ` sk∆ek
˘
ϕx
`
tn`1, Xtn`1 ` sn∆en
˘ |∆bk|∆bnı
“
$&%E
”
ϕx
`
tn, Xtn
˘2 pbt`bxa`bxxb2{2q2
3 ptn, Xtnq∆t3n ` o
`
∆t3n
˘ı
, if k “ n,
O
´
Nˇ´3{2
`
E
“
∆t3k
‰
E
“
∆t3n
‰˘1{2¯
, if k‰n.
Moreover, conservative bounds for error contributions involving products of different local error
terms, e.g., |∆akĂ∆bn, can be induced from the above bounds and Ho¨lder’s inequality. For example,ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇE
»– Nˇ´1ÿ
k,n“0
ϕx
`
tk`1, Xtk`1 ` sk∆ek
˘ |∆akϕx`tn`1, Xtn`1 ` sn∆en˘ Ă∆bn
fiflˇˇˇˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇE
»–¨˝Nˇ´1ÿ
k“0
ϕx
`
tk`1, Xtk`1 ` sk∆ek
˘ |∆ak‚˛
¨˝
Nˇ´1ÿ
k“0
ϕx
`
tn`1, Xtn`1 ` sn∆en
˘ Ă∆bn‚˛
fiflˇˇˇˇˇˇ
ď
gffffeE
»—–
¨˝
Nˇ´1ÿ
k“0
ϕx
`
tk`1, Xtk`1 ` sk∆ek
˘ |∆ak‚˛
2
fiffiflE
»—–
¨˝
Nˇ´1ÿ
n“0
ϕx
`
tn`1, Xtn`1 ` sn∆en
˘ Ă∆bn‚˛
2
fiffifl
“ O
¨˝
Nˇ´1{2
Nˇ´1ÿ
n“0
E
“
∆t2n
‰‚˛.
The proof is completed in two replacement steps applied to ϕx on the right-hand side of equal-
ity (60). First, we replace ϕx
`
tn`1, Xtn
˘
by ϕx
`
tn, Xtn
˘
. Under the regularity assumed in this
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theorem, the replacement is possible without introducing additional leading order error terms as
E
“|ϕx`tn`1, Xtn˘´ ϕx`tn, Xtn˘ |‰ “ E”ˇˇˇg1pXXtn ,tn`1T qBxXXtn ,tn`1T ´ g1pXXtn ,tnT qBxXXtn ,tnT ˇˇˇı
ď E
”ˇˇˇ
pg1pXXtn ,tn`1T q ´ g1pXXtn ,tnT qqBxXXtn ,tn`1T
ˇˇˇı
` E
”ˇˇˇ
g1pXXtn ,tnT qpBxXXtn ,tn`1T ´ BxXXtn ,tnT q
ˇˇˇı
“ O
´
Nˇ´1{2
¯
.
Here, the last equality follows from the assumptions (M.2), (M.3), (R.2), and (R.3), and Lem-
mas 2.2 and 2.3,
E
”ˇˇˇ´
g1pXXtn ,tn`1T q ´ g1pXXtn ,tnT q
¯
BxXXtn ,tn`1T
ˇˇˇı
ď C
gfffeE
»–ˇˇˇˇˇXXtn ,tn`1T ´XX
Xtn ,tn
tn`1 ,tn`1
T
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
2
fiflE„ˇˇˇBxXXtn ,tn`1T ˇˇˇ2
ď C
¨˝
E
»–ˇˇˇˇˇBxXp1´snqXtn`snX
Xtn ,tn
tn`1 ,tn`1
T
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
4
fifl‚˛1{4
ˆ
˜
E
«ˇˇˇˇż tn`1
tn
aps,XXtn ,tns qds`
ż tn`1
tn
bps,XXtn ,tns qdWs
ˇˇˇˇ4ff¸1{4
ď C
ˆ
E
„
sup
tnďsďtn`1
|aps,XXtn ,tns q|4∆t4n ` sup
tnďsďtn`1
|bps,XXtn ,tns q|4∆t2n
˙1{4
“ O
´
Nˇ´1{2
¯
,
and that
E
”ˇˇˇ
g1pXXtn ,tnT qpBxXXtn ,tn`1T ´ BxXXtn ,tnT q
ˇˇˇı
ď C
d
E
„ˇˇˇ
BxXXtn ,tn`1T ´ BxXXtn ,tnT
ˇˇˇ2
“ C
gfffeE
»–ˇˇˇˇˇBxXXtn ,tn`1T ´ BxXX
Xtn ,tn
tn`1 ,tn`1
T BxXXtn ,tntn`1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
2
fifl
ď C
˜gffeE«ˇˇˇˇˇBxXXtn ,tn`1T ´ BxXX
Xtn ,tn
tn`1 ,tn`1
T
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ff
`
gfffeE
»–ˇˇˇˇˇBxXX
Xtn ,tn
tn`1 ,tn`1
T
ˆż tn`1
tn
axps,XXtn ,tns qds`
ż tn`1
tn
bxps,XXtn ,tns qdWs
˙ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
2
fifl¸
ď C
gfffeE
»–ˇˇˇˇˇBxxXp1´sˆnqXtn`sˆnX
Xtn ,tn
tn`1 ,tn`1
T
ˆż tn`1
tn
axps,XXtn ,tns qds`
ż tn`1
tn
bxps,XXtn ,tns qdWs
˙ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
2
fifl
`O
´
Nˇ´1{2
¯
“ O
´
Nˇ´1{2
¯
.
The last step is to replace the first variation of the exact path ϕx
`
tn, Xtn
˘
with the first variation
of the numerical solution ϕx,n “ g1pXT qBxXXtn ,tnT . This is also possible without introducing
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additional leading order error terms by the same assumptions and similar bounding arguments as
in the two preceding bounds as
E
“ˇˇ
ϕx,n ´ ϕx
`
tn, Xtn
˘ˇˇ‰ “ E„ˇˇˇˇg1pXT qBxXXtn ,tnT ´ g1pXXtn ,tnT qBxXXtn ,tnT ˇˇˇˇ
ď E
„
|g1pXT q|
ˇˇˇˇ
BxXXtn ,tnT ´ BxXXtn ,tnT
ˇˇˇˇ
` E
”ˇˇˇ
g1pXT q ´ g1pXXtn ,tnT q
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ
BxXXtn ,tnT
ˇˇˇı
“ O
´
Nˇ´1{2
¯
.

A.2. Second, Third and Fourth Variations. The proof of Theorem 2.1 relies on bounded
moments of higher order variations of the flow map ϕ. In this section, we we will verify that
these higher order variations are indeed well defined random variables with all required moments
bounded.
To this end, we define the following set of coupled SDE
dY p1qu “apu, Y p1qu qdu` bpu, Y p1qu qdWu,
dY p2qu “axpu, Y p1qu qY p2qu du` bxpu, Y p1qu qY p2qu dWu,
dY p3qu “
ˆ
axxpu, Y p1qu q
´
Y p2qu
¯2 ` axpu, Y p1qu qY p3qu ˙ du
`
ˆ
bxxpu, Y p1qu q
´
Y p2qu
¯2 ` bxpu, Y p1qu qY p3qu ˙ dWu,
dY p4qu “
ˆ
axxxpu, Y p1qu q
´
Y p2qu
¯3 ` 3axxpu, Y p1qu qY p2qu Y p3qu ` axpu, Y p1qu qY p4qu ˙ du
`
ˆ
bxxxpu, Y p1qu q
´
Y p2qu
¯3 ` 3bxxpu, Y p1qu qY p2qu Y p3qu ` bxpu, Y p1qu qY p4qu ˙ dWu,
dY p5qu “
ˆ
axxxxpu, Y p1qu q
´
Y p2qu
¯4 ` 6axxxpu, Y p1qu q´Y p2qu ¯2 Y p3qu ˙ du
`
ˆ
axxpu, Y p1qu q
ˆ
3
´
Y p3qu
¯2 ` 4Y p2qu Y p4qu ˙` axpu, Y p1qu qY p5qu ˙ du
`
ˆ
bxxxxpu, Y p1qu q
´
Y p2qu
¯4 ` 6bxxxpu, Y p1qu q´Y p2qu ¯2 Y p3qu ˙ dWu
`
ˆ
bxxpu, Y p1qu q
ˆ
3
´
Y p3qu
¯2 ` 4Y p2qu Y p4qu ˙` bxpu, Y p1qu qY p5qu ˙ dWu,
(62)
defined for u P pt, T s with the initial condition Yt “ px, 1, 0, 0, 0q. The first component of the
vector coincides with equation (12), whereas the second one is the first variation of the path from
equation (16). The last three components can be understood as the second, third and fourth
variations of the path, respectively.
Making use of the solution of SDE (62), we also define the second, third and fourth variations
as
ϕxxpt, xq “ g1pXx,tT qBxxXx,tT ` g2pXx,tT qpBxXx,tT q2,
ϕxxxpt, xq “ g1pXx,tT qBxxxXx,tT ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` g3pXx,tT qpBxXx,tT q3, (63)
ϕxxxxpt, xq “ g1pXx,tT qBxxxxXx,tT ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` g4pXx,tT qpBxXx,tT q4.
In the sequel, we prove that the solution to equation (62) when understood in the integral
sense that extends (12) is a well defined random variable with bounded moments. Given sufficient
differentiability of the payoff g, this results in the boundedness of the higher order variations as
required in Theorem 2.1.
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Lemma A.1. Assume that (R.1), (R.2), and (R.3) in Theorem 2.1 hold and that for any fixed
t P r0, T s and x P Ft such that E
”
|x|2p
ı
ă 8 for all p P N. Then, equation (62) has pathwise
unique solutions with finite moments. That is,
max
iPt1,2,...,5u
˜
sup
uPrt,T s
E
„ˇˇˇ
Y piqu
ˇˇˇ2p¸ ă 8, @p P N.
Furthermore, the higher variations as defined by equation (63) satisfy
ϕxpt, xq , ϕxxpt, xq , ϕxxxpt, xq , ϕxxxxpt, xq P FT
and for all p P N,
max
!
E
”
|ϕxpt, xq|2p
ı
,E
”
|ϕxxpt, xq|2p
ı
,E
”
|ϕxxxpt, xq|2p
ı
,E
”
|ϕxxxxpt, xq|2p
ı)
ă 8.
Proof. We note that the system of SDE (62) can be trivially truncated to its first d1 ď 5 elements.
That is, the truncated SDE for tY pjqu ud1j“1 for d1 ă 5 has drift and diffusion functions aˆ : r0, T s ˆ
Rd1 Ñ Rd1 and bˆ : r0, T s ˆ Rd1 Ñ Rd1ˆd2 that do not depend on Y pjqu for j ě d1.
This enables verifying existence of solutions for the SDE in stages: first for pY p1q, Y p2qq, there-
after for pY p1q, Y p2q, Y p3qq, and so forth, proceeding iteratively to add the next component Y pd1`1q
to the SDE. We shall also exploit this structure for proving the result of bounded moments for
each component. The starting point for our proof is Lemma 2.2, which guarantees existence,
uniqueness and the needed moment bounds for the first two components Y p1q, and Y p2q. It will
turn out in the sequel that, thanks to the regularity in the drift and diffusion functions of the
SDE (62), this regularity will cascade further to Y pjq for j P t3, 4, 5u.
Kloeden and Platen [22, Theorems 4.5.3 and 4.5.4] note that their existence and uniqueness
theorems for SDE cannot be modified in order to account for looser regularity conditions, and the
proof below is a case in point. Our approach here follows closely the presentation of Kloeden and
Platen, with slight modifications on the inequalities that are used to achieve bounds at various
intermediate stages of the proof.
As a beginning stage for the proof, let us note that Theorem [20, Thorem 5.2.5] guarantees that
the solutions of (62) are pahtwise unique and focus on verifying the claimed results for Y
p3q
u .
We define a successive set of approximations Y
p3q
u,n , n P N by
Y
p3q
u,n`1 “
ż u
t
axxps, Y p1qs q
´
Y p2qs
¯2 ` axps, Y p2qs qY p3qs,n ds
`
ż u
t
bxxps, Y p1qs q
´
Y p2qs
¯2 ` bxps, Y p2qs qY p3qs,n dWs,
with the initial approximation defined by Y
p3q
u,1 “ 0, for all u P rt, T s. Let us denote by
Q “
ż u
t
axxps, Y p1qs q
´
Y p1qs
¯2
ds`
ż u
t
bxxps, Y p1qs q
´
Y p2qs
¯2
dWs (64)
the terms that do not depend on the, for the time being, highest order variation Y
p3q
u,n . We then
have, using Young’s inequality, that
E
”ˇˇˇ
Y
p3q
u,n`1
ˇˇˇı
ď3E
”
|Q|2
ı
` 3E
«ˇˇˇˇż u
t
axps, Y p1qs qY p3qs,n ds
ˇˇˇˇ2ff
` 3E
«ˇˇˇˇż u
t
bxps, Y p1qs qY p3qs,n dWs
ˇˇˇˇ2ff
ď3E
”
|Q|2
ı
` 3pu´ tqE
„ż u
t
ˇˇˇ
axps, Y p1qs qY p3qs,n
ˇˇˇ2
ds

` 3E
„ż u
t
ˇˇˇ
bxps, Y p1qs qY p3qs,n
ˇˇˇ2
ds

.
The boundedness of the partial derivatives of the drift and diffusion terms in (12) gives us
E
„ˇˇˇ
Y
p3q
u,n`1
ˇˇˇ2 ď3E”|Q|2ı` Cpu´ t` 1qE„ż u
t
ˆ
1`
ˇˇˇ
Y p3qs,n
ˇˇˇ2˙
ds

.
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By induction, we consequently obtain that
sup
tďuďT
E
„ˇˇˇ
Y p3qu,n
ˇˇˇ2 ă 8, @n P N.
Now, we set ∆Y
p3q
u,n “ Y p3qu,n`1 ´ Y p3qu,n . Then
E
”ˇˇˇ
∆Y p3qu,n
ˇˇˇı
ď2E
«ˇˇˇˇż u
t
axps, Y p1qs q∆Y p3qs,n´1ds
ˇˇˇˇ2ff
` 2E
«ˇˇˇˇż u
t
bxps, Y p1qs q∆Y p3qs,n´1dWs
ˇˇˇˇ2ff
ď2pu´ tq
ż u
t
E
„ˇˇˇ
axps, Y p1qs q∆Y p3qs,n´1
ˇˇˇ2
ds` 2
ż u
t
E
„ˇˇˇ
bxps, Y p1qs q∆Y p3qs,n´1
ˇˇˇ2
ds
ďC1
ż u
t
E
„ˇˇˇ
∆Y
p3q
s,n´1
ˇˇˇ2
ds.
Thus, by Gro¨nwall’s inequality,
E
„ˇˇˇ
∆Y p3qu,n
ˇˇˇ2 ď Cn´11pn´ 1q!
ż u
t
pu´ sqn´1E
„ˇˇˇ
∆Y
p3q
s,1
ˇˇˇ2
ds.
Let us next show that E
„ˇˇˇ
∆Y
p3q
s,1
ˇˇˇ2
is bounded. First,
E
„ˇˇˇ
∆Y
p3q
u,1
ˇˇˇ2 “ E«ˇˇˇˇż u
t
axps, Y p1qs qY p3qs,2 ds`
ż u
t
bxps, Y p1qs qY p3qu,2 dWs
ˇˇˇˇ2ff
ď Cpu´ t` 1q sup
sPrt,us
E
„ˇˇˇ
Y
p3q
s,2
ˇˇˇ2
.
Consequently, there exists a C P R such that
E
„ˇˇˇ
∆Y p3qu,n
ˇˇˇ2 ď Cnpu´ tqn
n!
, sup
uPrt,T s
E
„ˇˇˇ
∆Y p3qu,n
ˇˇˇ2 ď CnpT ´ tqn
n!
.
We define
Zn “ sup
tďuďT
ˇˇˇ
∆Y p3qu,n
ˇˇˇ
,
and note that
Zn ď
ż T
t
ˇˇˇ
axps, Y p1qs qY p3qs,n`1 ´ axps, Y p1qs qY p3qs,n
ˇˇˇ
ds
` sup
tďuďT
ˇˇˇˇż u
t
bxps, Y p1qs qY p3qs,n`1 ´ bxps, Y p1qs qY p3qs,n dWs
ˇˇˇˇ
.
Using Doob’s and Schwartz’s inequalities, as well as the boundedness of ax and bx,
E
”
|Zn|2
ı
ď2pT ´ tq
ż T
t
E
„ˇˇˇ
axps, Y p1qs qY p3qs,n`1 ´ axps, Y p1qs qY p3qs,n
ˇˇˇ2
ds
` 8
ż T
t
E
„ˇˇˇ
bxps, Y p1qs qY p3qs,n`1 ´ bxps, Y p1qs qY p3qs,n
ˇˇˇ2
ds
ďC
npT ´ tqn
n!
,
for some C P R. Using the Markov inequality, we get
8ÿ
n“1
P
`
Zn ą n´2
˘ ď 8ÿ
n“1
n4CnpT ´ tqn
n!
.
The right-hand side of the equation above converges by the ratio test, whereas the Borel-Cantelli
Lemma guarantees the (almost sure) existence of K˚ P N, such that Zk ă k2,@k ą K˚. We
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conclude that Y
p3q
u,n converges uniformly in L2pPq to the limit Y p3qu “ ř8n“1 ∆Y p3qu,n and that since
tY p3qu,nun is a sequence of continuous and Fu-adapted processes, Y p3qu is also continuous and Fu-
adapted. Furthermore, as nÑ8,ˇˇˇˇż u
t
axps, Y p1qs qY p3qs,n ds´
ż u
t
axps, Y p1qs qY p3qs ds
ˇˇˇˇ
ď C
ż u
t
ˇˇˇ
Y p3qs,n ´ Y p3qs
ˇˇˇ
dsÑ 0, a.s.,
and, similarly, ˇˇˇˇż u
t
bxps, Y p1qs qY p3qs,n dWs ´
ż u
t
bxps, Y p1qs qY p3qs dWs
ˇˇˇˇ
Ñ 0, a.s.
This implies that Y
p3q
u is a solution to the SDE (62).
Having established that Y
p3q
u solves the relevant SDE and that it has a finite second moment,
we may follow the principles laid out in [22, Theorem 4.5.4] and show that all even moments of
Y p3qu “ Q`
ż u
t
axpt, Y p1qs qY p3qs ds`
ż u
t
bxpt, Y p1qs qY p3qs dWs
are finite. By Itoˆ’s Lemma, we get that for any even integer l,ˇˇˇ
Y p3qu
ˇˇˇl “ ż u
t
ˇˇˇ
Y p3qs
ˇˇˇl´2
Y p3qs
ˆ
axxps, Y p1qs q
´
Y p2qs
¯2 ` axps, Y p1qs qY p3qs ˙ ds
`
ż u
t
lpl ´ 1q
2
ˇˇˇ
Y p3qs
ˇˇˇl´2 ˆ
bxxps, Y p1qs q
´
Y p2qs
¯2 ` bxps, Y p1qs qY p3qs ˙2 ds
`
ż u
t
ˇˇˇ
Y p3qs
ˇˇˇl´2
Y p3qs
ˆ
bxxps, Y p1qs q
´
Y p2qs
¯2 ` bxps, Y p1qs qY p3qs ˙ dWs.
Taking expectations, the Itoˆ integral vanishes,
E
„ˇˇˇ
Y p3qs
ˇˇˇl “ E„ż u
t
ˇˇˇ
Y p3qs
ˇˇˇl´2
Y p3qs
ˆ
axxps, Y p1qs q
´
Y p2qs
¯2 ` axps, Y p1qs qY p3qs ˙ ds
` E
»—–ż u
t
lpl ´ 1q
ˇˇˇ
Y
p3q
s
ˇˇˇl´2
2
ˆ
bxxps, Y p1qs q
´
Y p2qs
¯2 ` bxps, Y p1qs qY p3qs ˙2 ds
fiffifl.
Using Young’s inequality, denoting the term that does not depend on Y
p3q
s in the first integral by
Q, and exploiting the boundedness of ax, we have that
E
„ˇˇˇ
Y p3qu
ˇˇˇl´Q ďC ż u
t
E
“|Y3,u|l‰ds
` E
»—–ż u
t
lpl ´ 1q
ˇˇˇ
Y
p3q
s
ˇˇˇl´2
2
ˆ
bxx
´
s, Y p1qs
¯´
Y p2qs
¯2 ` bx ´s, Y p1qs ¯Y p3qs ˙2 ds
fiffifl.
By the same treatment for the latter integral, lumping together all terms independent of Y
p3q
s and
using that bx is bounded,
E
„ˇˇˇ
Y p3qu
ˇˇˇl´ Q˜ ďC ż u
t
E
„ˇˇˇ
Y p3qu
ˇˇˇl
ds.
Thus, by Gro¨nwall’s inequality, E
„ˇˇˇ
Y
p3q
u
ˇˇˇl ă 8.
Having established the existence and pathwise uniqueness of Y
p3q
s , as well as the finiteness of
its moments, verifying the same properties for Y
p4q
u and Y
p5q
u can be done using similar arguments
relying, most importantly, on the boundedness of the relevant derivatives of the drift and diffusion
functions. Finally, the FT -measurability and moment bounds for the variations of the flow map ϕ
up to order four (cf. equation (63)) can be verified by a straightforward extension of the argument
in the proof of Lemma 2.2. 
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A.3. Error Expansion for the MSE in Multiple Dimensions. In this section, we extend
the 1D MSE error expansion presented in Theorem 2.1 to the multi-dimensional setting.
Consider the SDE
dXt “ a pt,Xtq dt` b pt,Xtq dWt, t P p0, T s
X0 “ x0, (65)
whereX : r0, T s Ñ Rd1 , W : r0, T s Ñ Rd2 , a : r0, T sˆRd1 Ñ Rd1 and b : r0, T sˆRd1 Ñ Rd1ˆd2 . Let
further xi denote the i-th component of x P Rd1 , apiq, the i-th component of a drift coefficient and
bpi,jq and bT denote the pi, jq-th element and the transpose of the diffusion matrix b, respectively.
(To avoid confusion, this derivation does not make use of any MLMC notation, particularly not
the multilevel superscript ¨t`u.)
Using the Einstein summation convention to sum over repeated indices, but not over the time
index n, the 1D local error terms in equation (51) generalize into
|∆apiqn “ ż tn`1
tn
ż t
tn
ˆ
a
piq
t ` apiqxj apjq `
1
2
apiqxjxkpbbT qpj,kq
˙
ds dt,
Ă∆apiqn “ ż tn`1
tn
ż t
tn
apiqxj b
pj,kq dW pkqs dt,
|∆bpiqn “ ż tn`1
tn
ż t
tn
b
pi,jq
t ` bpi,jqxk apkq `
1
2
bpi,jqxkx`pbbT qpk,`q ds dW pjqt ,
Ă∆bpiqn “ ż tn`1
tn
ż t
tn
bpi,jqxk b
pk,`q dW p`qs dW
pjq
t ,
where all the above integrand functions in all equations implicitly depend on the state argument
X
Xtn ,tn
s . In flow notation, a
piq
t is shorthand for a
piq
t ps,XXtn ,tns q.
Under sufficient regularity, a tedious calculation similar to the proof of Theorem 2.1 verifies
that, for a given smooth payoff, g : Rd1 Ñ R,
E
”`
gpXTq ´ g
`
XT
˘˘2ı ď E«N´1ÿ
n“0
ρn∆t
2
n ` o
`
∆t2n
˘ff
,
where
ρn :“ 12ϕxi,n
´
pbbTqpk,`qpbxkbTx`q
¯pi,jq ptn, Xtnqϕxj ,n. (66)
In the multi-dimensional setting, the i-th component of first variation of the flow map, ϕx “
pϕx1 , ϕx2 , . . . , ϕxd1 q, is given by
ϕxi pt, yq “ gxj pXy,tT qBxi
`
Xy,tT
˘pjq
.
The first variation is defined as the second component to the solution of the SDE,
dY p1,iqs “ apiq
´
s, Y p1qs
¯
ds` bpi,jq
´
s, Y p1qs
¯
dW pjqs
dY p2,i,jqs “ apiqxk
´
s, Y p1qs
¯
Y p2,k,jqs ds` bpi,`qxk
´
s, Y p1qs
¯
Y p2,k,jqs dW p`qs ,
where s P pt, T s and the initial conditions are given by Y p1qt “ x P Rd1 , Y p2qt “ Id1 , with Id1
denoting the d1ˆd1 identity matrix. Moreover, the extension of the numerical method for solving
the first variation of the 1D flow map (25) reads
ϕxi,n “ cpjqxi ptn, Xtnqϕxj ,n`1, n “ N ´ 1, N ´ 2, . . . 0. (67)
ϕxi,N “ gxipXT q,
with the j-th component of c : r0, T s ˆ Rd1 Ñ Rd1 defined by
cpjq
`
tn, Xtn
˘ “ Xpjqtn ` apjqptn, Xtnq∆tn ` bpj,kqptn, Xtnq∆W pkqn .
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Let U and V denote subsets of Euclidean spaces and let us introduce the multi-index ν “
pν1, ν2, . . . , νdq to represent spatial partial derivatives of order |ν| :“ řdj“1 νj on the following
short form Bxν :“
śd
j“1 Bνxj . We further introduce the following function spaces.
CpU ;V q :“ tf : U Ñ V | f is continuousu,
CbpU ;V q :“ tf : U Ñ V | f is continuous and boundedu,
Ckb pU ;V q :“
!
f : U Ñ V | f P CpU ;V q and d
j
dxj
f P CbpU ;V q
for all integers 1 ď j ď k
)
,
Ck1,k2b pr0, T s ˆ U ;V q :“
!
f : r0, T s ˆ U Ñ V | f P Cpr0, T s ˆ U ;V q, and
Bjt Bνf P Cbpr0, T s ˆ U ;V q for all integers s.t. j ď k1 and 1 ď j ` |ν| ď k2
)
.
Theorem A.2 (MSE leading order error expansion in the multi-dimensional setting). Assume
that drift and diffusion coefficients and input data of the SDE (65) fulfill
(R.1) a P C2,4b pr0, T s ˆ Rd1 ;Rd1q and b P C2,4b pr0, T s ˆ Rd1 ;Rd1ˆd2q,
(R.2) there exists a constant C ą 0 such that
|apt, xq|2 ` |bpt, xq|2 ď Cp1` |x|2q, @x P Rd1 and @t P r0, T s,
(R.3) g1 P C3b pRd1q and there exists a k P N such
|gpxq| ` |g1pxq| ď Cp1` |x|kq, @x P Rd1 ,
(R.4) for the initial data, X0 P F0 and Er|X0|ps ă 8 for all p ě 1.
Assume further the mesh points 0 “ t0 ă t1 ă . . . ă tN “ T
(M.1) are stopping times for which tn P Ftn´1 for n “ 1, 2, . . . , N ,
(M.2) for all mesh realizations, there exists a deterministic integer, Nˇ , and a c1 ą 0 such that
c1Nˇ ď N ď Nˇ and a c2 ą 0 such that maxnPt0,1,...,N´1u∆tn ă c2Nˇ´1,
(M.3) and there exists a c3 ą 0 such that for all p P r1, 8s and n P t0, 1, . . . , Nˇ ´ 1u,
E
“
∆t2pn
‰ ď c3 `E“∆t2n‰˘p .
Then, as Nˇ increases,
E
”`
gpXT q ´ g
`
XT
˘˘2ı “ E
»–N´1ÿ
n“0
´
ϕxi
`pbbTqpk,`qpbxkbTx`q˘pi,jq ϕxj¯ ptn, Xtnq
2
∆t2n ` op∆t2nq
fifl,
where we have dropped the arguments of the first variation as well as the diffusion matrices for
clarity.
Replacing the first variation ϕxi
`
tn, Xn
˘
by the numerical approximation ϕxi,n, as defined in
(67) and using the error density notation ρ from (66), we obtain the following to leading order
all-terms-computable error expansion:
E
”`
gpXT q ´ g
`
XT
˘˘2ı “ E«N´1ÿ
n“0
ρn∆t
2
n ` op∆t2nq
ff
. (68)
Appendix B. A Uniform Time Step MLMC Algorithm
The uniform time step MLMC algorithm for MSE approximations of SDE was proposed in [8].
Below, we present the version of that method that we use in the numerical tests in this work for
reaching the approximation goal (2).
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Algorithm 5 mlmcEstimator
Input: TOLT, TOLS, confidence δ, input mesh ∆t
t´1u, input mesh intervals N´1, inital number
of samples xM , weak convergence rate α, SDE problem.
Output: Multilevel estimator AML .
Compute the confidence parameter CCpδq by (44).
Set L “ ´1.
while L ă 3 or (46), using the input rate α, is violated do
Set L “ L` 1.
Set ML “ xM , generate a set of (Euler–Maruyama) realizations t∆`gpωi, q`uMLi“1 on mesh and
Wiener path pairs p∆ttL´1u,∆ttLuq and pW tL´1u,W tLuq, where the uniform mesh pairs have
step sizes ∆ttL´1u “ T {NL´1 and ∆ttLu “ T {NLq, respectively.
for ` “ 0 to L do
Compute the sample variance V p∆`g;Mlq.
end for
for ` “ 0 to L do
Determine the number of samples by
M` “
S
CC
2
TOLS
2
d
Varp∆`gq
N`
Lÿ
`“0
a
N`Varp∆`gq
W
.
(The equation for Ml is derived by Lagrangian optimization, cf. Section 3.2.1.)
if New value of M` is larger than the old value then
Compute additional (Euler–Maruyama) realizations t∆`gpωi, q`uM
new
`
i“M``1 on mesh and
Wiener path pairs p∆tt`´1u,∆tt`uq and pW t`´1u,W t`uq, where the uniform mesh pairs
have step sizes ∆tt`´1u “ T {p2`N´1q and ∆tt`u “ T {p2``1N´1q, respectively.
end if
end for
end while
Compute AML using the generated samples by the formula (6).
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